-- IS ANYBODY REAL ANYMORE? 

(c) 2018 Dolf Leendert Boek, Revision: 11 March 2018

BRUCE56 (BRUCE56@TOPMAIL.CO.NZ) @ 1836 HOURS ON 2 MARCH 2018: "AUSTRALIANS TURN IN 57,000 GUNS IN NATIONAL AMNESTY:

I remember back in the 1960s, there was a serial killer going around with a .22 rifle.

The detectives came around to check everybody who had one.

My father decided that he didn't need a gun anymore, since moving to the big smoke, so sold it. The buyer was in a country town. My dad just wrapped the rifle in cardboard and took it to the railway freight office, and they chucked it in the back boxcar.

Very lax in those days."

YOUTUBE: "Conchita Wurst - I Am What I Am, Wiener Festwochen, ORF2 (12.05.2017)"

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uOxfstyLdY4>

DOLF: "All too often the dialogue about our Australia Day celebrations of 26 January is entirely historical revisionist, racially prejudiced and with genocidal ambitions (ie. willing us dead) against any 400 year entitlement of Indigenous Dutch Australians as their Sovereign claim to an earlier discovery of Australia acknowledged by Captain James Cook as diary entry made of his visitation on 22 August, 1770 as having occurred on 26 October 1616 AO and an immutably in defining the INTELLECTUS AS GENITIVE VOLUNTĀTIS which is sustained by seven Papal Bulls as edicts made upon the Knights Templars as my heritage.

— DENSE AS BUSHMEAT —

"SOFTLY SOFTLY CATCHY MONKEY. SUCH TUCKER AS BUSHMEAT.

LOOKY LOOKY. ON THE MONEY. WITLESS WANKER. SEDITIOUS HEAT."
LIES 'N PORKY.
DENSE DONKEY.
ENDLESS RANCOUR.
DISEASED TREAT."

**YOUTUBE:** "Catchy Monkey (Kovak)"

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9m1mBhqFZ5k>

**NEWS18 (NEWS18@WOA.COM.AU) @ 2209 HOURS ON 2 MARCH 2018:** "[D]ifferent attitude then. Port Arthur hadn't happened."

About the same time I was wondering around a large coastal town carrying a .303.

Go figure."

**DOLF @ 0741 HOURS ON 1 MARCH 2018:** "THE BASIS OF THE LEGAL CLAIM AGAINST Lions Growl of Butchers Foul (screaming.nutbag@gmail.com) SLANDER DUE TO DELUSIONAL RELIGIOUS BELIEF AS DISLOYALTY TO GOD, SOVEREIGNTY, COUNTRY AND DIGNITY OF THE PERSON AS IMAGO DEI"

**LIONS GROWL OF BUTCHERS FOUL (SCREAMING.NUTBAG@GMAIL.COM) @ 1308 HOURS ON 2 MARCH 2018:** "FORGER!"

**FMURTZ (HAGGISZ@HOTMAIL.COM) @ 1827 HOURS ON 2 MARCH 2018:** "Is anybody real anymore?"

**SG1 (LOST@THERACES.COM) @ 2033 HOURS ON 2 MARCH 2018:** "NO"

**PELICAN (WATER-BIRDS@SEA.SOMEWHERE.ORG.IR) @ 1316 HOURS ON 2 MARCH 2018:** "Complain to the poster's news server."

**MAX (MAX@VAL.MORGAN) @ 1959 HOURS ON 2 MARCH 2018:** "NEVER SET FOOT IN NEW ZEALAND:
How is it possible that people born in Australia who have never set foot in New Zealand are deported to New Zealand?"

**DOLF @ 2021 HOURS ON 2 MARCH 2018:** "Good riddance to seminal *
*OFFSCOURING*.

**OFFSCOURING***:
1 : someone rejected by society : outcast
FMURTZ (HAGGISZ@HOTMAIL.COM) @ 2133 HOURS ON 2 MARCH 2018: "A couple of these newsgroups are getting to be more than they are worth trying to negotiate, with the childish antics of people [having] sub 30 IQ's trying to be smart but not succeeding and just proving what utter psychological messes and childish idiots that never have anything to communicate that makes any sense."

DOLF @ 2148 HOURS ON 2 MARCH 2018: "And some of us have an IQ which is 135+ and that was before one adopted a paradigm of mind which has an exponential associated to assimilation and apperception.

Dwarfism such as you exhibit is a normal construct of reality, but to us a disability and painful existence.

Like dog shit on a pavement, one needs to be mindful where one steps and the preference is a predilection of avoidance for the sake of dear life itself."

NEWS18 (NEWS18@WOA.COM.AU) @ 2210 HOURS ON 2 MARCH 2018: "Woof woof!"

DOLF @ 2221 HOURS ON 2 MARCH 2018: "That you keep making unwanted intrusions within our lives and subjecting us to your maniacal verbalisms as imposts in some such manner as you might as opportunism spontaneously and cleverly order your household and it’s feral litter of offspring."

THE SUNDAY TELEGRAPH @ 0800 HOURS ON 4 MARCH 2018:
"BABY GIRL DIES IN ROTTWEILER DOG ATTACK AT INVERELL COUNTRY TOWN HOME:

A ONE-YEAR-OLD girl has died after being attacked by a dog in the state’s west yesterday afternoon.

Emergency services were called to a home on Greaves St, Inverell, about 2.20pm following reports a rottweiler attacked the baby.

On arrival officers found the child suffering critical injuries.

She was treated at the scene but died on the way to hospital, NSW Police said.

The family’s rottweiler dog was found in the backyard of the home and was seized by Inverell Shire Council rangers."
The family were reportedly new to the area, having only recently moved in.

One Greaves St resident, who witnessed the aftermath of the attack, said she was out the front of her house when a paramedic walked out of the neighbouring property with the young girl in his arms.

She said the ambulance then sped away from the street with lights and sirens as two distressed women watched on.

“I just saw a young girl in an ambulance officer’s arms which was dreadful to see,” she said.

Sources confirmed the attack happened during a family barbecue and that the dog was the family pet.

Neighbour Helen Bedford defended the family on social media and urged people not to jump to conclusions about the incident.

“These poor parents are beyond devastated and grieving,” she wrote.

DON’T GET YOUR SABBATH DAY SAUSAGES FROM THE LIONS CLUB AND NEVER HAVE A STEAK OR A BEER WITHIN AN IRISH PUB AS THEY ARE AS FASCISTS WITH INTENTION TO SLAUGHTER YOU:

THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENTS WAS SERVED @ 1625 HOURS ON 27 FEBRUARY 2018 UPON THE VICTORIA POLICE (SALE STATION) IN ANTICIPATION OF THEIR ALLEGED COMMUNITY BENEVOLENCE WITHIN AN ANTI-GLBTI 40TH ANNIVERSARY MARDI GRAS ACTIVITY AS ‘KIDS’ FUND-RAISING CAMPAIGN FOR THE ROYAL CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL TO BE CONTEMPORANEOUSLY HELD UPON SATURDAY 3 MARCH 2018

DOCUMENT SERVED: "DETERMINISM AND THE JUDGMENT {#123} OF GOD" dated 23 to 27 FEBRUARY 2018

EMAIL: (GLBTI Community Sydney Star Observer) editor@starobserver.com.au, (The Age newspaper) newsdesk@theage.com.au, (The Daily Telegraph) news@dailytelegraph.com.au, (Gippsland Times) news@gippslandtimes.com.au, (Royal Children’s Hospital) consumer.liaison@rch.org.au
The subject is not finished in that you must clarify your public advocacy of fascist holocaust nihilism as anti-semitic, anti-indigenous Dutch Australians and anti-GLBTI ideology by conveying Islamic / Roman Catholicism / Freemasonry et al as being justice by improper and unlawful liquor ban having a year long duration without any associated actual refusal of service (Fillet minion steak and two pints of beers subsequent) which did bestowing and benefactors of the STATE under the guise of a Community Fundraiser.

— LIONS GROWL OF BUTCHERS FOUL {FOWL} —

"GRISTLE AND BUNT. {MENTALISM: 1 x #41 = #41 as #1 - Will, free will, choice / VIRTUE: 64 meta descriptor prototypes: Omne Datum Optimum {#1 - Every perfect gift} (1139 CE) / Remember the Sabbath Day}

SNAGS 'N SIZZLE. {CORRESPONDENCE: 2 x #41 = #82 as #2 - desire, inclination: Milites Templi {#2 - Soldiers of the Temple} (1144 CE) / TOOLS: marriage / Honour Parents}

DRIZZLE ON SAUCE. {VIBRATION: 3 x #41 = #123 as #3 - disposition towards (something or someone): Militia Dei {#3 - Soldiers of God} (1145 CE) / POSITION: Soldier / Do Not Kill}

SABBATH DAY C@NT. {POLARITY: 4 x #41 = #164 as #4 - favour, affection: Pastoralis Praeeminentiae {#4 - Pastoral Pre-eminence to monarchs} (1307 CE) / TIME: #CENTRE and #INR / Do Not Commit Adultery (ie. Avoid Heteronomy Against Autonomy)} [John 5:39-47 (KJV)]

MUSTARD WEASEL. {RHYTHM: 5 x #41 = #205 as #5 - last will, testament: Faciens misericordiam {#5 - Granting forgiveness} (1308 CE) / CANON: RHYTHM & HARMONY / Do Not Steal}

VALOUR DIVORCE. {CAUSE AND EFFECT: 6 x #41 = #246 as #6 - goal, object, purpose, intention: Ad providam {#6 - To Foresee / For Providence} (1312 CE) / IMPLEMENTATION: HETEROS (binomial / bifurcated) THEORY OF NUMBER / Do Not Bear False Witness}

DO TIGERS GRUNT?" {ENGENDERING / ENUMERATE: 7 x #41 = #287 as #7 - signification, import: Vox in excelso {#7 - The voice on high} (1312 CE) / LIMIT: #INR AS TERNIO ANAGRAM / Do Not Covet} [LATIN definition: VOLUNTĀTIS]

YOUTUBE: “My Name Is Ruin (Gary Numan)”
SARAH LUKE 0830 HOURS ON 27 FEBRUARY 2018: "GRAFFITI ATTACKS IN SALE:

OWNERS of a Sale butcher shop are dismayed after a vandal attack involving paint and feathers last week.

A tin of green paint and hundreds of feathers were thrown all over the Ranford’s Family Butcher’s shop front entry on Monday night.

Owners Braden and Christina Ranford arrived at work on Tuesday morning to discover damage, paint seeping into and under the door, and ruining new floor coverings.

Mrs Ranford described the attack as disheartening.

After steam-cleaning failed to clean the door, they will now have to send it off for repairs, or replace it.

'We’re a small business, and we work very hard,' Mr Ranford added.

'To come in and waste half a morning cleaning up what is stupidity ... is just more annoying than anything.'"

I accuse you of showing a jingoistic contempt for GOD, Sovereignty, Country, and IMAGO DEI as self identity being the exercise of an unencumbered will (vis a vis: INTELLECTUS AS GENITIVE VOLUNTÂTUS) of the expression as formula of autonomy being our Constitutional entitlement under the Australian Commonwealth 1901

If it’s not maleficence then it’s otherwise defeasance as both are illegal acts which is the characteristic of your profligate indolent life in breaching human rights conventions against the dignity of the person.

**DEFEASANCE:** (or defeazance) (French: défaire, to undo), within law, is an instrument which defeats the force or operation of some other deed or estate; as distinguished from condition, that which in the same deed is called a condition is a defeasance in another deed.

**MALFEASANCE** (noun): (LAW) the performance by a public official of an act that is legally unjustified, harmful, or contrary to law; wrongdoing used especially of an act in violation of a public trust; Word of the Day for 1 March 2017; www.dictionary.com
However this MALFEASANCE is unlawful conduct by a public authority such as the Victoria Police under Section 38(1) to (3) of the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities No. 43 of Act 2006, which states: "(1) Subject to this section, *IT* *IS* *UNLAWFUL* *FOR* *A* *PUBLIC* *AUTHORITY* *TO* *ACT* *IN* *A* *WAY* *THAT* *IS* *INCOMPATIBLE* *WITH* *A* *HUMAN* *RIGHT* *OR*, *IN* *MAKING* *A* *DECISION*, *TO* *FAIL* *TO* *GIVE* *PROPER* *CONSIDERATION* *TO* *A* *RELEVANT* *HUMAN* *RIGHT*.

DOLF @ 2221 HOURS ON 2 MARCH 2018: "I’d rather call it a travesty of life and in the vernacular something akin to a chimera of recklessness with misconceptions of it’s [being] f@cking bad luck [over] what circumstance has wrought you as helplessness and haplessness.

But we refuse to be subject to your permissibility and constraints upon reality which we categorically reject as insubstantial, impotence, impertinence, unaccountable and illegitimate as therefore of little more virtuous pedigree than a bastardised mongrel.

You want me to be empathetic as well?"

NEWS18 (NEWS18@WOA.COM.AU) @ 2211 HOURS ON 2 MARCH 2018: "[E]asy to pick; they cross post."

DOLF @ 2227 HOURS ON 2 MARCH 2018: "I think the comment, “woof woof” uttered (if that is the right word to use) by NEWS18 (NEWS18@WOA.COM.AU) as I was making my [last] contemporaneous reply just about sums it up nicely..."

DOLF @ 2242 HOURS ON 2 MARCH 2018: "According to Wikipedia (and I am only just now providing a cohesion of my earlier statements) *LEARNED* *HELPLESSNESS* is behaviour typical of an animal and occurs where the subject endures repeatedly painful or otherwise aversive stimuli which it is unable to escape or avoid.

After such experience, the organism often fails to learn or accept 'escape' or 'avoidance' in new situations where such behaviour would likely be effective. In other words, the organism learned that it is helpless in situations where there is a presence of aversive stimuli, has accepted that it has lost control, and thus gives up trying.

Such an organism is said to have acquired learned helplessness.

Learned helplessness theory is the view that clinical depression and related mental illnesses may result from such real or perceived absence of control over the outcome of a situation. [Wikipedia 2018: LEARNED
HELPLESSNESS <https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Learned_helplessness>

**DOLF @ 2258 HOURS ON 2 MARCH 2018:** "I have an application for an Intervention and personal safety order against my neighbour for exactly that reason as an urgent strategy of an avoidance in being unnecessarily and systematically subject (ie. he hunts and stalks me as human quarry down the street) due to his mental derangement and lack of humane empathy as impairment consequential to criminality and a past heroin addiction.

But do you think the Magistrates Court would have some common sense on the matter and I blame their lack of action for my broken leg.

Do I have to as an ontological pacifist [then need] to resort to violence so as to avoid a learned helplessness scenario which is being intentionally thrust upon me as continual *PIKE* which is not at all unlike *RAPE*.

What will be the moral and legal repercussions of [any claim to a] self defence [mechanism] in such a circumstance and is it entirely justified when one has as a result of a bomb blast, 'hyper-arousal of the central nervous system and a startle reflex.'"

**DOLF @ 2314 HOURS ON 2 MARCH 2018:** "Thusly the anonymous Internet conduct of SG1 and PELICAN for example, particularly [by it's impetus and lack of any exhibited cognitive capability] may be construed as intentional acts of cruelty and is in the circumstance an assailment [as an] assault made against the dignity and human rights of the person as [being] imago dei.

But they think themselves clever [as entirely a self justification by a contrivance of reality as a pathological construct of an unaccountable existence and sociological to the extent that even mongrel dogs copulate].

Why won’t the legislature, police and the judicial system do something about this unlawful, indolent and inhumane conduct?"

— LASHING TONGUE —

"OH LORDY LORDY.
HEAR MY PRAYER.
SO HOWL MOIETY,
’N BRING DESPAIR.

SMITE THEIR FACE.
OF INDOLENT CARE."
SUCH BAD DISGRACE.
TO GRATCE COMPARE.

HIT THEM HARD.
WHERE IT COUNTS.
SPLINTER 'N SHARD.
THE COST MOUNTS.

THOU SON DISDAIN.
NEVER CONTRITION.
LIFE WHICH IS VAIN.
BUT TO A MORTICIAN."

"For they are a nation void of counsel, neither is there any understanding in them.

O that they were wise, that they understood this, that they would consider their latter end!

**YOUTUBE:** "Onward christian soldiers"

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sWtzIF0NP9s>

*HOW* *SHOULD* *ONE* *CHASE* *A* *THOUSAND*, *AND* *TWO* *PUT* *TEN* *THOUSAND* *TO* *FLIGHT*, except their Rock had sold them, and the LORD had shut them up?

For their rock is not as our Rock, even our enemies themselves being judges.

For their vine is of the vine of Sodom {their secret; their cement}, and of the fields of Gomorrah {rebellious people}: their grapes are grapes of gall, their clusters are bitter: Their wine is the poison of dragons, and the cruel venom of asps.

Is not this laid up in store with me, and sealed up among my treasures?

To me belongeth vengeance, and recompense; their foot shall slide in due time: for the day of their calamity is at hand, and the things that shall come upon them make haste.

For the LORD shall judge his people, and repent himself for his servants, when he seeth that their power is gone, and there is none shut up, or left.

And he shall say, Where are their gods, their rock in whom they trusted, which did eat the fat of their sacrifices, and drank the wine of their drink offerings? Let them rise up and help you, and be your protection.
See now that I, even I, am he, and there is no god with me: I kill, and I make alive; I wound, and I heal: neither is there any that can deliver out of my hand.

For I lift up my hand to heaven, and say, I live for ever.

If I whet my glittering sword, and mine hand take hold on judgment; I will render vengeance to mine enemies, and will reward them that hate me.

I will make mine arrows drunk with blood, and my sword shall devour flesh; and that with the blood of the slain and of the captives, from the beginning of revenges upon the enemy." [Deuteronomy 32:28-42 (KJV)]

No that's condoms keeps us free...

— PHARAOH'S PROPHYLACTIC —

"TWAT 'N TRIPE.  
'TIS JUST THE THING.  
DON'T BE A SNIPE.  
AND DRESS YA DING."

YOUTUBE: "CONDOM COMMERCIAL"

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=__yX4ThxfEw>

Here is the mathematical theory to support the last comment:

— IMAGE: From the Egyptian Book of the Dead clearly shows the TRIAD —
MICROCOSM / SEPTET MACROCOSM as encapsulation of the meta-descriptor prototypes were clearly understood and see equivalence between Hexagrams H37 - JIAREN {THE FAMILY} / H31 - XIAN {RECIPROCITY} AND GENESIS CHAPTERS 1 to 4]

#15 CE ... #34 CE ... #65 CE ... #111 CE ... #175 CE ... #260 CE {64 meta descriptor prototypes} ... #369 CE {encapsulated use of those prototypes to define #81 elements}

One could then apply the view from the Torah as to the relativity of these cosmic nature cycles:

#15 = (Adam) Garden

#34 = (Noah) Waters (ie. Roman Collegium comprising 16 elements, TERNIO ANAGRAM and the Pythagorean binomial nomenclature)

#65 = (Abraham) Overthrow

#111 = (Moses) Departure

The Jews otherwise share that #72 worldview {Pythagorean HETEROS THEORY OF NUMBER} as the conception of EVIL depicted within the TORAH's Genesis account of Adam / Eve and their fall into sin as with Roman Empire Governance, Roman Catholicism, Islam, Freemasonry and German Fascism."

<http://www.grapple369.com/images/ANKH-Fascist-Roman-Catholic-
"I can define #297 - Marriage / Sovereign dynamic / #351 - Anthropic prototype / #231 - fascist ideology / identity:

In entirely mathematical, deterministic as humanistic terms relative to the function: #237 - *USE* *OF* *FORCE* being an #364 - jurisprudent (ethical) and organisational construct: #123 - *A* *MEMBER* *OF* *A* *GUILD*, *ORDER*, *CLASS*.

Whether it follows the sequence methodology popularised by the later Pythagorean magic square sum redaction [1-5-6-7-2-3-4-8-9] as a total which is computed by the equation: n(n^2+1)/2

PYTHAGOREAN HETEROS THEORY OF NUMBER AS CHRIST MURDEROUS TERNIO / #INR ANAGRAM GNOMIC IMPERATIVE INSTRUCTION SET

"Do not think that I will accuse you to the father: there is one that accuseth you, even Moses {taken out; drawn forth}, in whom ye trust.

41 1 57
49 33 17
9 65 25 = #99 / #297 {#ONE} <-- *AS* *THE* *FOUNDATION* *STONE* (*USURPING* @1 = *SOVEREIGN* / #CENTRE @5 =
For had ye believed Moses, ye would have believed me: for he wrote of me. But if believe not his writings, how shall ye believe my words?" [John 5:44-47]

45 5 61
53 37 21
13 69 29 = #111 / #333 \{#FIVE\} AS #CENTRE \{#PHALLUS\}

46 6 62
54 38 22
14 70 30 = #114 / #342 \{#SIX\} AS 3x3 = #15 - FALCON

47 7 63
55 39 23
15 71 31 = #117 / #351 \{#SEVEN\} AS 4x4 = #34 - SERPENT

42 2 58
50 34 18
10 66 26 = #102 / #306 \{#TWO\} AS 5x5 = #65 - DELIMITATION / CIRCUMSCRIBING

#1 (9) - OUHOUYAH (King-Seraphim) = #1
#9 (8) - HAZIEL (King-Cherubim) = #10
#17 (7) - LEVYAH (King-Throne) = #27 <-- SOVEREIGNTY /
PYTHAGOREAN TERNIO ANAGRAM TO #INR
#25 (6) - NETEHYAH (King-Dominion) = #52 <-- *THE* *SONS* *OF* *DARKNESS* *OF* *NOT* *THE* *SONS* *OF* *OF* 
*LIGHT* / *GOD* *AS* #123

#33 (5) - YHOUYAH (King-Powers) = #85 <-- ADAMANT \{ie. fixed mind /
dogmatic\} / DIAMOND 
#41 (4) - HEHAHEL (King-Virtues) = #126
#49 (3) - OHOUEL (King-Principalities) = #175 <-- *VENUS* (7x7 = 
#49 / #175) *USE* *OF* *MARRIAGE* *AS* *AN* *ANTHROPIC* 
*PROTOTYPE*

#57 (2) - NEMAMYAH (King-Archangels) = #232
#65 (1) - DAMBYAN (King-Angels) = #297

POLICE AS #123 - *A* *MEMBER* *OF* *A* *GUILD*, *ORDER*,
*CLASS* OR #65 - SOLDIERS IN THE GARDEN: "Then Simon \{that 
hears; that obeys\} Peter \{a rock or stone as euphemism for testicles as opposed to phallus of #CENTRE\} having a sword drew it, and smote the
high priest's servant, and cut off his right ear. The servant's name was Malchus {my king, kingdom, or counselor}.” [John 18:10 (KJV)]

Relate to the same thing and is my Intellectual Property.

If it is the same then it tears the bowels out of Roman Catholicism / Freemasonry / Islamic et al religious and institutional belief...

DOLF @ 2337 HOURS ON 2 MARCH 2018: "Thus given this [evidence of a] precise hunter / stalker mentality [as being the reckless character and the] profile of the person we are dealing with, do such unwanted intrusions by [an equivalently attributed] person within the permissible boundaries of one's being [thereby] constitute a sufficient degree of [an unacceptable] threat as to justify violence.

And which may involuntarily escalate to a homicide given the circumstance that one has prudently forewarned the court that this person [has] by lack of humane empathy, [an inability] to cease their actions within any physical confrontation [as] which has already [clearly been demonstrated upon multiple occasions and even] resulted [within a one punch attack and] a broken leg.

What culpability does the court have by its ineffectual and uncaring administration of justice in the event of the misadventure as death of any party?"

DOLF @ 2352 HOURS ON 2 MARCH 2018: "[Or will I now be characterised as wilfully engaged within cold and calculated premeditation by making such prudent foreboding disclosure of fearful probabilities?]

We are dealing with sapient and non-sapient behaviour which is more properly human v’s animal.

Okay you may suggest that the hunter is engaged within complex strategies of behaviour but this is directed towards the instinctive annihilation of an animal.

It is not necessarily sapient in its deployment of the INTELLECTUS and as the exercise of VOLUNTARY WILL."

BRUCE S (BRUCES42@HOTMAIL.COM) @ 0210 HOURS ON 3 MARCH 2018: "This seems to be a habit for him. I wonder just how hard it would be to get some justice on this. At the very least, he should lose any account he uses to perpetrate the fraud. It would be better if he were made to pay a substantial fine for his behaviour as well, and maybe be banned from any Internet usage for some set period, like a year."
DOLF @ 0215 HOURS ON 3 MARCH 2018: "But the person is unlawfully utilising my Intellectual Property..."

PELICAN (WATER-BIRDS@SEA.SOMEBODY.ORG.IR) @ 0826 HOURS ON 3 MARCH 2018: "It may depend on whether readers are sufficiently annoyed to go to the trouble of complaining of abuse to the news server. Dolf knows how to complain when it suits him."

BDK (CONTROL@WORLDCONTROL.COM) @ 1408 HOURS ON 4 MARCH 2018: "Dolf! ............ur all over the shop.....

Word salad. English, and sane, or as close as you can get, please."

DOLF @ 1557 HOURS ON 4 MARCH 2018: "I'M NEITHER YOUR POSSESSION, PRISONER, GAME NOR SUBJECT TO YOU AS A NEO-FASCIST AND SEDITIOUS PSYCHO BDK <Control@Worldcontrol.com> CONSPIRACY SKEPTIC:

Hey space-junk [you] aren't yourself capable of any rationality and such opinion as yours is only a douche ...

GO BACK TO YOUR SH@T-HOLE COUNTRY NUGGET...

NOTHING HAS CHANGED WITH YOU SINCE 15 AUGUST 2012 BUT THANKS FOR THE NEWSGROUP DISTRIBUTION LIST [aus.politics, alt.politics.usa, alt.conspiracy, sci.skeptic, sci.space.history] SO THAT WE CAN SHAME YOU IN-FRONT THEM:

SOME MEMORIES OF THIS AMERICAN NEO-FASCIST WANKER IN REPLY TO THE COMMENT: "You don't have any respect for sovereign autonomous paradigms.

Multi-culturalism and religious identity has no context outside those boundaries, borders or limits."

BDK (CONTROL@WORLDCONTROL.COM) @ 1416 HOURS ON 15 AUGUST 2012: "I've checked out your page and it's just plain batshit f@cking insane!

Please, rave on, you loon."

DOLF @ 1557 HOURS ON 4 MARCH 2018: "Which statement did you have a particular problem with?

OVER FIVE YEARS LATER WE ARE STILL WAITING FOR THIS ANONYMOUS DILDO RIDER TO TRY SOME OTHER MOTION SINCE HE IS TOO SENILE TO BE ABLE TO F@CK."
I STILL HAVE THE WEB PAGE BUT."

**THE SKEPTIC'S SPECIAL:** IT SEEMS THE SNIVELLING WHINERS HAVE FALLEN SILENT LIKE FLANDERS FIELDS:

**HOW’S YOUR CONSCIENCE THIS CENTENARY 2018?**

I have told you for the last time to cease your neo-Nazi association with my Intellectual Property for which all rights are reserved—such association whether by the Returned Services League (RSL) Freemasonry / Roman Catholic membership, yourself or any other parties nominated by me is expressly and totally prohibited in compliance with my entitlement under the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (USA).

**GOVERNMENT SHILL #2 (GOV.SHILL@GMAIL.COM) IS IN DENIAL AND DELUSIONAL ABOUT SUCH VALUES EXPRESSED OVER RELIGIOUS BELIEF OF THEIRS AS NEO NAZI WANK**

**DOLF @ 2352 HOURS ON 27 FEBRUARY 2018:** "What sort of snivelling infant wrote that diatribe below...

Can someone post a photograph of him as I want to see his measure?"

**BARON VON SMALLHAUSEN (B.ARON@ZIGGO.NL) @ 0719 ON 28 FEBRUARY 2018:** "BONOBO AND CHIMPANZEE SHARE SIGN LANGUAGE: CAUSE SEEMS (OUR) COMMON ANCESTOR:

The gestures of bonobos and chimpanzees often have the same meaning, researchers discovered. That would indicate hereditary transfer via a common ancestor. An ancestor who is also ours.


**DOLF @ 1515 HOURS ON 28 FEBRUARY 2018:** "HELAAS {ENGLISH: unfortunately} that is close but it wasn’t quite what I asked for...

I did say him / measure and not some gesticulating primate pontificating upon a computer keyboard."

**BARON VON SMALLHAUSEN (B.ARON@ZIGGO.NL) @ 1542 HOURS ON 28 FEBRUARY 2018:**
DOLF @ 2248 HOURS ON 28 MARCH 2018: "*I* *AM* *WILLING* *MYSELF* *INTO* *EXISTENCE*

"And God said unto Moses {taken out; drawn forth}, I AM THAT I AM: and he said, Thus shalt thou say unto the children of Israel {who prevails with God}, I AM hath sent me unto you." [Exodus 3:14 (KJV)]

These datasets contain within Kantian metaphysical terms (Critique of Pure Reason: 1781) all the Categories of Understanding associated to the noumenon and are prerequisite to human consciousness.

*ONCE* *AGAIN* *HERE* *IS* *PROOF* *OF* *MY* *RATIONAL* *REALITY*

For an actual example of this which occurred today as a self-defence mechanism, @ 0919 hrs I said that, "My cogent and coherent thinking {
#348 as [#30, #300, #10, #8] = siyach (H7878): {#10 as #318}

1) to put forth, mediate, muse, commune, speak, complain, ponder, sing;
   1a) (Qal); 1a1) to complain;
   1a2) to muse, meditate upon, study, ponder;
   1a3) to talk, sing, speak;
   1b) (Polel) to meditate, consider,

*PUT* *FORTH* *THOUGHTS*;

YOUTUBE: “The X-Files Theme Song (With Lyrics!) - Loot Crate January 2016 Theme Video”

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V21RVjE3qnY>

} is entirely associated to a trinomial mathematical theoretical noumenon as concordance being referential integrity with temporal reality."


BTW the statements of earlier today about the Egyptian Book (Option C which is shown above) of the Dead and that of the day prior: “I can define #297 - Marriage / Sovereign dynamic / #351 - Anthropic prototype / #231 - fascist ideology / identity in entirely mathematical, deterministic as humanistic terms relative to the function: #237 - *USE* *OF* *FORCE* being an #364 - jurisprudent (ethical) and a nonsectarian organisational construct: #123 - *A* *MEMBER* *OF* *GUILD*, *ORDER*, *CLASS*.

YOUTUBE: “Major Rockslide Closes Ohio #7 Highway”

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t6WB28BKt1o>

POLICE AS #123 - *A* *MEMBER* *OF* *GUILD*, *ORDER*, *CLASS* OR #65 - SOLDIERS IN THE GARDEN: “Then Simon {that hears; that obeys} Peter {a rock or stone as euphemism for testicles as opposed to phallus of CENTRE} having a sword drew it, and smote the high priest's servant, and cut off his right ear. The servant's name was Malchus {my king, kingdom, or counselor}.” [John 18:10 (KJV)]

Relate to the same thing and is my Intellectual Property.

If it is the same then it tears the bowels out of Roman Catholicism / Freemasonry / Islamic et al religious and institutional belief...

And I have NO intentions for sentimentality such as pity for them.

YOU will be subject to legal action for contempt against our human rights as imago dei which are protected under the Australian Constitution (vis a vis: DIEU ET MON DROIT):
DOLF @ 0802 HOURS ON 28 FEBRUARY 2018: “Such book does not even have a readily ascertained ISBN catalogue number and therefore in my opinion does not meet the criteria of a published work as book.

Secondly the encyclical nature of the book as conveyed by the contents doesn’t conform to my understanding of knowledge pragmatics and therefore the intuitive process of information assimilation is unduly laboured.

For example I have over 90% hit rate in being capable of deploying the word for the day from dictionary.com within my contemporaneous vocabulary or to expand upon and value add a Wikipedia article.

I’m an older person whose field of expertise (23+ years informal research as perhaps older than that author) is within ternary number as metempirical philosophy / metaphysical theology associated with a trinomial mathematical theoretical noumenon.

(you need that for all human sapient process)

Within my prototype all form logic is defined within a two dimensional array object {} and then processed by an intermediate function().”

WORLDVIEW @ 2156 HOURS ON 28 FEBRUARY 2018: “I’m sorry to hear that you’re disappointed with the book mentioned. Please note that we (or any of our partners) have nothing to do with the said book.”

DOLF @ 2231 HOURS ON 28 FEBRUARY 2018: “Could I ask you a technical question?

Is your product able to access JSON {} datasets conveyed within a file structure and which have embedded HTML tags such as:

```html
<ol>
  <li>Coffee</li>
  <li>Tea</li>
  <li>Milk</li>
</ol>
```

That I need to transform these into a non hybridisation as properly conforming JSON structure.”

WORLDVIEW @ 2301 HOURS ON 28 FEBRUARY 2018: “I don’t think you necessarily need Vue to parse HTML to JSON, you can search the web for Javascript HTML to JSON, maybe this post from stack overflow helps:

<https://stackoverflow.com/questions/12980648/map-html-to-json>
Good luck you on your quest! :)

**DOLF @ 2307 HOURS ON 28 FEBRUARY 2018:** “No you did not understand the question.

I don’t wish to “parse HTML to JSON” but parse “JSON with embedded HTML” and wish to know if Vue.js is able to do that.

I thought my proposition was very simply stated. If Vue is not able to do that, then I will cancel my book purchase as being of no value.

[The original fraud was perpetuated by Oleksandr Kocherhin and his book “Mastering Vue.js” of January 2017]

Thank you for your consideration in avoiding the allegation of fraud.”

**DOLF @ 2330 HOURS ON 28 FEBRUARY 2018:** “I’ve transacted a refund for that book purchase so as to absolve myself of any consideration of fraud especially given your inability as unwillingness to answer explicitly and truthfully a direct and simple question about your product and not some other product’s capability.

Good day to you.”

*A aberration* (noun):
1. the act of departing from the right, normal, or usual course.
2. the act of deviating from the ordinary, usual, or normal type.
3. deviation from truth or moral rectitude.
4. mental irregularity or disorder, especially of a minor or temporary nature; lapse from a sound mental state.
5. Astronomy. apparent displacement of a heavenly body, owing to the motion of the earth in its orbit.
6. Optics. any disturbance of the rays of a pencil of light such that they can no longer be brought to a sharp focus or form a clear image.
7. Photography. a defect in a camera lens or lens system, due to flaws in design, material, or construction, that can distort the image.
8. Word of the Day for 1 March 2018; Courtesy: www.dictionary.com

**JOS [ISLAMIST] BERGERVOET (BERGERVO@IAE.NL) @ 0803 HOURS ON 1 MARCH 2018:** "A completely reasonable wish, if you want my opinion.

Indeed, it was (comparatively) simple. But you know how the people are, Dolf..

And rightly so, if I may say so, Dolf!"
DOLF @ 0826 HOURS ON 1 MARCH 2018: "And what else would the neo-Nazi baboon like to say as apologist for the slaughter of innocence and subterfuge for the dissolution of STATE as the enemy of democratic freedom which is intrinsic to IMAGO DEI?"

Now you neo-fascist slanderers, either justify your statements with factual cites or repent of the false defamatory public conduct.

You have by sunset today to do so and a failure to undertake such comprehensively will then subject you to a legal accountability at the time of my choosing."

DOLF @ 0806 HOURS ON 2 MARCH 2018: "Hey skanky skunk,

Did you enjoy your session of “retina transmogrification” as impetus for behavioural correction?"

GOVERNMENT SHILL #2 (GOV.SHILL@GMAIL.COM) @ 0922 HOURS ON 2 MARCH 2018: "'Did you enjoy your session'

With you so far.

"of 'retina transmogrification'"

Uh?

'as impetus for behavioural correction?'

These are English words, but the syntax is quite bizarre. I'm sorry, I don't understand what you are trying to say.

My favourite thing about the Internet is that you get to go into the private world of real creeps without having to smell them. <-- *RACIAL* *PREJUDICE* *AGAINST* *ABORIGINALS* *BUT* *ENTIRELY* *DESCRIPTIVE* *OF* *ISLAMIST* *COPULATING* *DOGS* *WHOM* *AT* *LEAST* *GET* *TO* *SHOWER* *WITHIN* *JAIL*.

DOLF @ 1001 HOURS ON 2 MARCH 2018: "YOU ARE NOT ASTUTE ENOUGH TO KNOW THE EXTENT OF THE LEGAL ACCOUNTABILITY WHICH IS GOING TO FORCIBLY COME UPON YOU--EVERY REPLY YOU MAKE WILL RESULT IN ANOTHER IN RETURN.

It is noted that since the Jewish Holocaust Museum of Sydney did not show any respect to my informal research into Hitler's Table Talk so as to assist their Community that there is now an intention to seek a criminal
indictment of HOLOCAUST SLANDER which will be directed against members of the Jewish Community.

YOU ARE GOING TO GET THIS REMINDER OF CONSTITUTIONAL AND HUMAN RIGHTS ACCOUNTABILITIES WHICH ARE APPLICABLE UNDER LAW IN THE LEAD UP TO ANZAC DAY WORLD WAR ONE CENTENNIAL 2018 CELEBRATIONS AND UNTIL MY PREROGATIVE LEGAL CLAIM AGAINST ALL SUCH NOMINATED PARTIES IS RESOLVED TO MY SATISFACTION.

It appears we can snap you to order with a chill pill as good as the speaker of the House of Representatives...

Dogs copulate with more prowess and finesse

...they will be incapable of any reasonable reply.

Do you think we might get a media news story where the Pope is whimpering because the Vatican City State’s WHITE ANTING of democracies everywhere has been discovered?"

KWILLS SHILL #3 (COMPUELF@GMAIL.COM) @ 1153 HOURS ON 4 MARCH 2018: "[...]

Posting the exact same thing three times in a row? And each time it was a reply to a post from August of 2012."

DOLF @ 0033 HOURS ON 5 MARCH 2018: "Mistakes no matter how tragic sometimes do happen, how else were you conceived?

You even now bear the scars of such travesty of unfervent, unenduring and insincere love: premature ejaculator."

KWILLS SHILL #3 (COMPUELF@GMAIL.COM) @ 1153 HOURS ON 4 MARCH 2018: "Clearly you are the one incapable of any rationality. You will prove me correct in your reply."

DOLF @ 0033 HOURS ON 5 MARCH 2018: "That you are incapable of responding to any specifics within those [earlier] thrice-cock denied posts made directly as gracious act and an abundant kindness to you, but rather cower like striped hyenas hunting within packs (ie. congregating at kills) with a demonic lust for torn flesh as the scavengers that you Americans by nature are....

I appreciate now why your flag has “stripes” and a star just for you.

Thanks for teaching me so well what Americans are as I have no
experience to the contrary.

**ADDENDUM NOTE:** AMERICAN DEMOCRACY WAS ACTUALLY WHITE ANTED BY THE ROMAN CATHOLIC ACTORS GUILD UPON 14 APRIL 1865 AND THE OSCARS JUST RELIVED THE TRAGEDY ACCORDING TO DONALD TRUMP THE 45TH PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES: 'The news that Sunday’s Oscars had seen historic viewership lows prompted a response from the president early in the day: 'Lowest rated Oscars in HISTORY.

Abraham Lincoln, the 16TH PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES, was assassinated by well-known stage actor John Wilkes Booth, while attending the play Our American Cousin at Ford’s Theatre in Washington, D.C. *SHOT* in the head as he watched the play, Lincoln died the following day at 0722 hours, in the Petersen House opposite the theatre.

Problem is, we don’t have Stars anymore - except your President (just kidding, of course)!

Hours after the president’s tweet, Kimmel *SHOT* back, 'Thanks, lowest rated President in HISTORY.'

YOU’RE FIRED!"

**THE FUEHRER @ 1200 HOURS ON 5 JUNE 1942 EXPRESSED HIMSELF AS FOLLOWS WITHIN TABLE TALK IDEA @233 / PAGE #513: "GERMAN BIBLE TRANSLATION CONDEMNED: **

IT IS A GREAT PITY THAT THIS TENDENCY TOWARDS RELIGIOUS THOUGHT {

### Y-M-T-A IDEA: #231 as #70, #50, #70, #40, #1 = onoma (G3686):

1) name: universe of proper names; 2) the name is used for everything which the name covers, everything the thought or feeling of which is aroused in the mind by mentioning, hearing, remembering, the name, ie. for one's rank, authority, interests, pleasure, command, excellences, deeds etc.; 3) persons reckoned up by name; 4) *THE* *CAUSE* *OR* *REASON* *NAMED*:* ON* *THIS* *ACCOUNT*, *BECAUSE* *HE* *SUFFERS* *AS* *A* *CHRISTIAN*, *FOR* *THIS* *REASON*;

### Y-M-T-A IDEA: #231 as #5, #10, #100, #8, #50, #8, #50 = eirene (G1515):

1) a state of national tranquillity; 2) peace between individuals, ie. harmony, concord; 3) security, safety, prosperity, felicity, (because peace and harmony make and keep things safe and prosperous); 4) of the Messiah's peace; 5) *OF* *CHRISTIANITY*, *THE* *TRANQUIL* *STATE* *OF* *A* *SOUL* *ASSURED* *OF* *ITS* *SALVATION* *THROUGH*
*CHRIST*, *AND* *SO* *FEARING* *NOTHING* *FROM* *GOD* *
AND* *CONTENT* *WITH* *ITS* *EARTHLY* *LOT*, *OF* *WHATSOEVER* *SORT* *THAT* *IS*; 6) the blessed state of devout and upright men after death; 1a) exemption from the rage and havoc of war; 4a) the way that leads to peace (salvation);

} CAN FIND NO BETTER OUTLET THAN THE JEWISH PETTIFOGGERY {ie. practise legal deception or trickery / quibble about petty points} OF THE OLD TESTAMENT {

Y-M-T-A IDEA: #408 as #80, #1, #30, #10, #3, #3, #5, #50, #5, #200, #10, #1, #10 = paliggenesia (G3824): {#12 as #398} 1) new birth, reproduction, renewal, recreation, regeneration; 10) of Cicero's restoration to rank and fortune on his recall from exile; 100) of the restoration of the Jewish nation after exile; 1000) of the recovery of knowledge by recollection; 1a) hence renovation, regeneration, the production of a new life consecrated to God, a radical change of mind for the better. The word often used to denote the restoration of a thing to its pristine state, its renovation, as a renewal or restoration of life after death; 1b) the renovation of the earth after the *DELUGE*; 1c) the renewal of the world to take place after its destruction by fire, as the Stoics taught; 1d) the signal and glorious change of all things (in heaven and earth) for the better, that restoration of the primal and perfect condition of things which existed before the fall of our first parents, which the Jews looked for in connection with the advent of the Messiah, and which Christians expected in connection with the visible return of Jesus from heaven.; 1e) other uses;

}. FOR RELIGIOUS PEOPLE WHO, IN THE SOLITUDE OF *WINTER* {

ANGEL CORRESPONDENCES TO MOON (#369 = DISCRIMINATING NORM (HUMAN NATURE) AS ACT OF NATURE AND THE ORGANIZATION OF THE MYRIAD OR *NUMBER* OF THINGS (WAN WU) OF SOCIETY AND NATURE)

48  8  64
56 40 24
16 72 32 = #120 / #360 {#EIGHT}

<http://www.grapple369.com?idea:{120}&idea:{360}>

#8 (9) - KHATEL (Seraphim-Angels) = #8
#16 (8) - HAQMYAH (Cherubim-Angels) = #24
#24 (7) - HAHOUYAH (Throne-Angels) = #48
#32 (6) - OUSHRYAH (Dominion-Angels) = #80
#40 (5) - YEIZE (Powers-Angels) = #120 <--- [*HITLER'S* *TABLE* *TALK* IDEA @120: {SYM-BULIMIA} One day the English will realise
that they've nothing to gain in Europe... *IF* *THEY* *WANT* *TO* *SAVE* *NEW* *ZEALAND* *AND* *AUSTRALIA*, they can't let India go.

PAGE #609 (REVISITING BATTLEFIELDS): The *SOLDIER* *HAS* *A* *BOUNDLESS* *AFFECTION* *FOR* *THE* *GROUND* *ON* *WHICH* *HE* *SHED* *HIS* *BLOOD*. IF WE COULD ARRANGE THE TRANSPORT, WE *SHOULD* *HAVE* *A* *MILLION* *PEOPLE* *POURING* INTO *FRANCE* *TO* *REVISIT* *THE* *SCENES* *OF* *THEIR* *FORMER* [*BOER* / *ANZAC*] *STRUGGLE*. [HITLER'S TABLE TALK IDEA @120 / PAGE #609 (REVISITING BATTLEFIELDS)]

#48 (4) - MIHEL (Virtues-Angels) = #168
#56 (3) - PHOHEL (Principalities-Angels) = #224 {*MENS* *REA*:

#334 as #40, #4, #200, #20, #10, #20, #40 = derek (H1870): {#1 as #224} 1) way, road, distance, journey, manner; 1a) road, way, path; 1b) journey; 1c) direction; 1d) manner, habit, way; 1e) of course of life (fig.); 1f) of moral character (fig.)

#224 as #4, #70, #20, #10, #40, #70, #10 = dokimos (G1384): {#61 as #224} 1) accepted, particularly of coins and money.; 2) accepted, pleasing, acceptable

#64 (2) - MEHIEL (Archangels-Angels) = #288 as ANTI-SEMITISM:
#364 as [#10, #8, #200, #80, #6, #50, #10] = charaph (H2778): {#1 as #288 *INTERFERENCE* *AS* *EVIDENCE* *OF* *ANTI*-*SEMITISM*} 1) to reproach, taunt, * BLASPHEME*, defy, jeopardise, rail, upbraid; 2) (Qal) to *WINTER*, spend harvest time, remain in harvest time; 3) (Niphal) to acquire, *BE* *BETROTHED*; 1a) (Qal) *TO* *REPROACH*; 1b) (Piel) *TO* *REPROACH*, *DEFY*, *TAUNT*;

#72 (1) - MOUMYAH (Angels-Angels) = #360

USURPER: #1 {First Number in the Square}
GUIDE: #81 (9x9) {Last Number in the Square}
MYSTERY: #82 {First Number + Last Number}
ADJUSTER: #369 {Total Sum of a Row}
LEADER: #3321 {Total Value of All Rows}
REGULATOR: #3690 {Total Sum of a Row + Total Sum of All Rows}
GENERAL GOVERNOR: #7380 {(Total Sum of a Row Total Sum of All Rows) x 2}
HIGH OVERSEER: #597780 {((Total Sum of a Row Total Sum of All Rows) x 2) x Last Number in the Square}

#1 - Sailor
The proposition is a metempirical / metaphysical (ie. outside time) consideration made of DETERMINISM which is the: "observation concerning the theoretical notion of cosmic elasticity as intrinsic to the conception of a measured reality is then made in relation to the process of instantiation within the temporality by a consideration of whether in the circumstance of *DILEMMA* this occurs as being entirely a promiscuous {ie. demonstrating or implying an unselective approach; indiscriminate or casual} processes as primitivistic opportunism and survivalist `street savvy’ or as a definitive function of reflexology {ie. ignited by a hot zone within the noumena prism of possibilities} itself where the scope as degree of probability as the permissibility of any consequence that is determinate and obtained both from the meta-data descriptors and the mundane content of any responses made to the consideration of such as attempts to preserve the self ego as formula of autonomy within the transit of the continuum as the fabric to time itself."

*DETERMINISM* (noun):
The doctrine that all events, including human action, are ultimately determined by causes regarded as external to the will. Some philosophers have taken determinism to imply that individual human beings have no free will and cannot be held morally responsible for their actions.

Many philosophical theories of determinism frame themselves with the idea that reality follows a sort of predetermined path {*MENS* *REA*: #334 as #40, #4, #200, #20, #10, #20, #40 = derek (H1870): {*#1 as #224} 1) way, road, distance, journey, manner; 1a) road, way, path; 1b) journey; 1c) direction: north, east, south, west; 1d) manner, habit, way; 1e) of course of life (figurative); 1f) of moral character (figurative)}

And to provision an ethereal thought on how to remedy the promiscuous / daemonic self righteous circumstance {*#5 - Act of Nature*} as consequential abrogation of individual integrity {*#1 - Nature Contains Nature*}, loss of popularity {*#2 - Nature Rejoices in its Nature*}, avoidance of inextricable *DILEMMA* {*#3 - Nature Surmounts Nature*} and to facilitate subtle intuition {*#4 - Nature Amended in its
Nature\footnote{which is causal to being within the space / time dynamic in promulgating an unimpeded process that in this example of reading, is the traversal of consciousness within the fabric of time itself.}

*DILEMMA* (noun):
- A situation requiring a choice between equally undesirable alternatives.
- Any difficult or perplexing situation or problem.
- [Logic]: A form of meta-dialectic syllogism \*SUCH\* \*AS\* \*THE\* \*TEN\* \*COMMANDMENTS\* \*Nomos\* \*COMPRISING\* \*AN\* \*INTELLECTUAL\*
  \*TETRAD\* \*ENCOMPASSING\* \*OUR\* \*NOMENCLATURE\* \*AND\*
  \*BASIS\* \*TO\* \*INTELLECTUS\* \*AS\* \*GENITIVE\* \*VOLUNTĂTIS\*:

\begin{align*}
&A \{\text{Major Premise}\}, \\
&B \{\text{Minor Premise}\}, \\
&C \{\text{Assumptive Proposition}\}, \\
&D \{\text{Restatement of a Sacred / Sovereign Principle}\}
\end{align*}

In which the major premise is formed of two or more hypothetical propositions and the minor premise is a disjunctive proposition, as

'IF \#A \{\#1 - Nature Contains Nature\} \ THEN \#B \{\#2 - Nature Rejoices in its Nature\};

IF \#C \{\#3 - Nature Surmounts Nature\} \ THEN \#D \{\#4 - Nature Amended in its Nature\}.

EITHER \#A OR \#C.

THEREFORE, EITHER \#B OR \#D.'

In short the *DILEMMA* is if given \#A, and I am \#B, it can't possibly be \#ME (\#A = \#B) as \#C (co-joined), then it must be \#D (as distinct) from \#ME.

[Origin 1515–25 CE: Late Latin from Greek διλήμμα, equivalent to di + lēmma an assumption, premise, derivative of lambánein to take \{#384 = #5, #300, #10, #3, #6, #50, #10 as nasag (H5381): 1) to reach, overtake, take hold upon; 1a) (Hiphil); 1a1) to overtake; 1a2) to reach, attain to, cause to reach; 1a3) to be able to secure, reach, have enough\}.

What I have in my favour is that from an analysis of Adolf Hitler's Table Talk there is a record of his extensively using Category of Understanding #231 upon 5 June 1942 which is also the issue \{\textit{vis a vis: I Ching} / Egyptian ANKH / Greco-Roman Magic Square associated to Roman Empire Governance\} and the determinist characteristic as being causal for the religious impetus of psychological impunity made against the GLBTI Community.
Adolf Hitler does so in relation to the assassination of Reinhard Heydrich (7 March 1904 – 4 June 1942) who was a high-ranking German Nazi official during World War II, and a main architect of the Holocaust.

He was an SS-Obergruppenführer und General der Polizei (Senior Group Leader and General of Police) as well as chief of the Reich Main Security Office (including the Gestapo, Kripo, and SD). He was also Stellvertretender Reichspfleiter (Deputy/Acting Reich-Protector) of Bohemia and Moravia.

Transformative Prototype: *HOMOIOS* {#331 / #334} / HETEROS {#361 / #349}

SUPER (MALE) Y-M-T-A HOMOIOS THEORY ON NUMBER IDEA:
\{OUTER: \#7\} - Intentional Reversal, Dimming Radiance; I-Ching: H12 - Obstruction, Stagnation, Selfish persons; Tetra: 56 - Closed Mouth /
INNER: \#3\} - Political Prescriptions, Quietude; I-Ching: H46 - Climbing, Moving/Pushing Upward, Ascending; Tetra: 8 - Opposition\} \#331 has 9 Categories:

EGO (FEMALE) Y-M-T-A HOMOIOS THEORY ON NUMBER IDEA:
\{OUTER: \#10\} - Impossible Advice, What can Be Done?; I-Ching: H30 - Cohesion, Radiance, Clinging to Brightness/Fire, The net; Tetra: 41 - Response /
INNER: \#6\} - Female Superiority, Completion of Form; I-Ching: H25 - No Errancy, Without Embroiling, Innocence, Pestilence; Tetra: 66 - Departure \#334 has 19 Categories:

APPRAISE FOR INTELLECTUS AS GENITIVE VOLUNTĀTUS PRINCIPLE OF VIBRATION:
3 x \#41 = \#123 as \#INNER \{FEMALE (EGO)\} / \{\#3 - disposition towards (something or someone): Militia Dei \{\#3 - Soldiers of God\} (1145 CE) / POSITION: Soldier / Do Not Kill\},

\#15 / \#3 - Nature Surmounts Nature \[#65 / \#2 - Nature Rejoices in it's Nature\]

3 x \#41 = \#123 as \#6, \#2, \#50, \#10, \#5, \#50 or \#773 as \#6, \#2, \#50, \#10, \#5, \#700 = ben (H1121): \{\#75 as \#123\} 1) son, grandson, child, member of a group; 1a) son, male child; 1b) grandson; 1c) children (pl. - male and female); 1d) youth, young men (pl.); 1e) young (of animals); 1f) sons (as characterisation, ie. sons of injustice [for un- righteous men] or sons of God [for angels]; 1g) people (of a nation) (pl.); 1h) of lifeless things, ie sparks, stars, arrows (fig.); 1i) a member of a guild, order, class;

Principle/Heaven, Force, Strong action, The key, God; Tetra: 37 - Purity]

SUPER (MALE) A-U-M HETEROS THEORY ON NUMBER IDEA:

#361 has 3 Categories:

#300, #50, #10, #1 = Hated; #40, #90, #400, #20, #1, #50, #300, #10 = Men of thy contention (as contending with thee); #50, #300, #10, #1 = A king; a head or chief (of a tribe or family); vapour or cloud;

EGO (FEMALE) A-U-M HETEROS THEORY ON NUMBER IDEA:
{OUTER: #25 - What's behind it all?, Imaging the Mysterious; I-Ching: H62 - Minor Superiority, Small Excess, Small Exceeding, Preponderance of the small, Small surpassing; Tetra: 10 - Defectiveness, Distortion / INNER: #21 - Guiding the Physical, Emptying the Heart; I-Ching: H31 - Reciprocity, Conjoining, Influence (wooing), Feelings; Tetra: 42 - Going to Meet}

#349 has 5 Categories:

#3, #300, #40, #6 = n. Tangibleness; #8, #30, #6, #300, #5 = Overthrow, defeat; #9, #80, #60, #200 = General, captain; #40, #100, #9, #200 = Incense; #8, #60, #70, #5, #200, #6 = A rushing or violent wind;

IDEA @232 AT DINNER ON 4th June 1942: MURDER IN PRAGUE — HEYDRICH'S IMPRUDENCE AND RASHNESS:

PAGE #512 - IRREPLACEABLE MEN MUST AVOID RISKS

The Fuehrer comments on the assassination of Heydrich {ie. main architect of the Holocaust}.

I shall forthwith give an absolute {

Y-M-T-A IDEA: #331 as #300, #30, #1 = lo’ (H3808): {#4 as #31} 1) not, no; 1a) not (with verb - absolute prohibition); 1b) not (with modifier - negation); 1c) nothing (subst); 1d) without (with particle); 1e) before (of time)

} order that in future our men who are particularly exposed to danger must implicitly obey the regulations laid down to ensure their safety.

Since it is the opportunity which makes {
Y-M-T-A IDEA: #334 as #6, #50, #3, #200, #70, #5 = gara` (H1639): {#0 as #273} 1) to diminish, restrain, withdraw, abate, keep back, do away, take from, clip; 1a) (Qal); 1a1) to diminish; 1a2) to restrain; 1a3) to withdraw; 1b) (Niphal); 1b1) to be withdrawn; 1b2) to be restrained; 1c) (Piel) to withdraw, draw up;

Y-M-T-A IDEA: #334 as #10, #8, #60, #200, #6, #50 = chacer (H2637): {#2 as #268} 1) to lack, be without, decrease, be lacking, have a need; 1a) (Qal); 1a1) to lack; 1a2) to be lacking; 1a3) to diminish, decrease; 1b) (Piel) to cause to lack; 1c) (Hiphil) to cause to be lacking;

} not only the thief but also the assassin {

A-U-M IDEA: #361 as #300, #50, #10, #1 = Hated; #40, #90, #400, #20, #1, #50, #300, #10 = Men of thy contention (as contending with thee); #50, #300, #10, #1 = A king; a head or chief (of a tribe or family); vapour or cloud;

}, such heroic gestures as driving {

Y-M-T-A IDEA: #334 as #40, #4, #200, #20, #10, #20, #40 = derek (H1870): {#1 as #224 *MENS* *REA*} 1) way, road, distance, journey, manner; 1a) road, way, path; 1b) journey; 1c) direction; 1d) manner, habit, way; 1e) of course of life (fig.); 1f) of moral character (fig.);

} in an open, unarmoured vehicle or walking about the streets of Prague unguarded are just damned stupidity, which serves {

Y-M-T-A IDEA: #334 as #4, #100, #70, #40, #70, #50 = dromos (G1408): {#16 as #484} 1) a course; 1a) in the NT figuratively, the course of life or of office;

A-U-M IDEA: #349 as #8, #30, #6, #300, #5 = Overthrow, defeat;

} the country not one whit.

IDEA @236 / PAGE #522 - APPOINTMENT OF REICH BISHOP ON 7 JUNE 1941: A PROCESSION AT BARCELONA — HARASSING THE FALANGE — MY DISTRUST OF SERRANO SUNER — SUPERIOR RESISTANCE OF ITALIANS TO CHURCH HERESIES — GERMAN EMPERORS AND THE CHURCH — A REQUIEM MASS FOR THE PROTECTOR OF BOHEMIA AND MORAVIA

Quite recently *THE* *CHURCH* tried to pull off a new one of this kind.
The Bishop of Bohemia and Moravia *begged* [*for*] *permission* [*to*] *be* *allowed* *to* *hold* *a* *requiem* *mass* *with* *chimes* *for* *SS Obergruppenfuehrer* *Heydrich* [*who* *as* *the* *architect* *of* *the* *holocaust* *was* *assassinated* *on* *4* *June* *1942*]. I told the gentleman bluntly that he would have been much better employed if he had previously offered prayers for the safety and welfare of the Reich Protector!

**Idea @237 as *use* *of* *force* / page #522 - Praise for Reich youth leader on 8th June 1942: The role of coming generations — extension of the Germanic idea — a new name for the Reich capital — youth should lead youth — ridiculous anomalies in religious divergence — influence of the National Socialist youth within the family — penurious inadequacy of school-teachers — propaganda — the role of the press in national education**

During dinner photographs were passed round, showing the Reich Youth Leader in the company of Youth Group Leaders, male and female, from Norway, Denmark, Holland, etc.

The Fuehrer expressed himself as follows:

It is an excellent thing that Axmann has been at the front as a soldier. The loss of an arm in battle will undoubtedly enhance his prestige with the youths, not only of Germany, but also of the other countries. I am very pleased, too, to welcome Axmann’s efforts, and to see how he strives continuously to *bind* {ie. $6 \times #41 = #246$ of Intellectus as genitive voluntatus / angel gabriel and binding norm (norma obligans)} the youth of the German lands with ever closer *bonds* {ie. $7 \times #41 = #287$ of Intellectus as genitive voluntatus and manifesting norm (norma denuntians)}

#287 as #1, #50, #1, #3, #20, #1, #10, #1, #200 = anagkaios (G316): {$#9 as #356$ 1} necessary; 1a) what one can not do without, indispensable; 1b) connected by bonds of nature or friendship; 1c) what ought according to the law of duty be done, what is required by the circumstances} to National Socialism and to the German way of thought.

Israeli media yesterday [22 February 2018] also said of the Islamic Grand Mufti Mohammed Amin al-Husseini as a Palestinian Arab nationalist, that he had earlier met with Adolf Hitler who at their meeting on 28 November, 1941 promised the “total destruction” of the Jews. And then the next day, 29 November, Heydrich sent out the invitations to the Wannsee Conference where the Final Solution was said to have been
officially formulated and implemented.

And thus this Israeli news media statement: "THE GENOCIDAL NAZI PLAN TO MASS-MURDER JEWS IS INEXTRICABLY INTERTWINED WITH THE GENOCIDAL PALESTINIAN PLAN TO MASS-MURDER JEWS."

I would also equate this with a dichotomy existing between Roman Catholicism as Vatican City State and Empire Governance associated to the Pythagorean binomial HETEROS THEORY OF NUMBER as the incontrovertible clarity given of HITLER'S TABLE TALK:

IDEA @I / PAGE #3 ON SATURDAY 5 JULY 1941: "THE *FASCIST* *MOVEMENT* *IS* *A* *SPONTANEOUS* *RETURN* *TO* *THE* *TRADITIONS* *OF* *ANCIENT* *ROME* {strength}.”

IDEA @52 / PAGE #87 ON EVENING 25 OCTOBER 1941 WHERE HEYDRICH WAS A SPECIAL GUEST: "*THE* *ATTEMPT* *TO* *CREATE* *A* *JEWISH* *STATE* *WILL* *BE* *A* *FAILURE*.

THE BOOK THAT CONTAINS THE REFLECTIONS OF THE EMPEROR JULIAN SHOULD BE CIRCULATED IN MILLIONS. WHAT WONDERFUL INTELLIGENCE, WHAT DISCERNMENT, ALL THE WISDOM OF ANTIQUITY!

IT'S EXTRA-ORDINARY."

ACCORDING TO WIKIPEDIA: Julian (Latin: Flavius Claudius Iulianus Augustus[a]; Greek: Φλάβιος Κλαύδιος Ἰουλιανὸς Αὔγουστος; 331/332 – 26 June 363), also known as Julian the Apostate, was Roman Emperor from 361 to 363, as well as a notable philosopher and author in Greek.

A member of the Constantinian dynasty, Julian became Caesar over the western provinces by order of Constantius II in 355, and in this role he campaigned successfully against the Alamanni and Franks. Most notable was his crushing victory over the Alamanni at the Battle of Argentoratum (Strasbourg) in 357, leading his 13,000 men against a Germanic army three times larger.

Julian was a man of unusually complex character: he was "the military commander, the theosophist, the social reformer, and the man of letters". *HE* *WAS* *THE* *LAST* *NON-* *CHRISTIAN* *RULER* *OF* *THE* *ROMAN* *EMPIRE*, *AND* *HE* *BELIEVED* *THAT* *IT* *WAS* *NECESSARY* *TO* *RESTORE* *THE* *EMPIRE'S* *ANCIENT* *ROMAN* *VALUES* *AND* *TRADITIONS* *IN* *ORDER* *TO* *SAVE* *IT* *FROM* *DISSOLUTION*.

[Athanassiadi, 'Julian and Hellenism', p. 88]
He purged the top-heavy state bureaucracy, and attempted to revive traditional Roman religious practices at the expense of Christianity. Julian also forbade the Christians from teaching classical texts and learning. His rejection of the Christianity imposed on him in his youth, and his 
PROMOTION* OF NEOPATRONIC* HELLENISM* {ie. Pythagorean binomial theory of number} in its place caused him to be remembered as Julian the Apostate by the church. [<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Julian_(emperor)>]

These statements are shown to be substantiated by my deterministic mathematical facts as a product of a non exhaustive informal research into an existence of an equivalent Pythagorean / neo-Platonic methodology which has by an impetus of an UMBRA applied as an interference, been unlawfully made against my Intellectual Property as trinomial mathematical theoretical noumenon."

--------

}, CONTINUALLY SEEK ULTIMATE LIGHT ON THEIR RELIGIOUS PROBLEMS WITH THE ASSISTANCE OF THE BIBLE, MUST EVENTUALLY BECOME SPIRITUALLY DEFORMED. THE WRETCHED PEOPLE STRIVE TO EXTRACT TRUTHS FROM THESE JEWISH CHICANERIES {

ie. to quibble: the use of deception or subterfuge to achieve one's purpose such as the denial that according to HITLER:

The *FASCIST* *MOVEMENT* *IS* *A* *SPONTANEOUS* *RETURN* TO *THE* TRADITIONS OF ANCIENT ROME* {strength}.

"Then saith Pilate {armed with a dart🎯} unto him, Speakest thou not unto me? knowest thou not that I have power to crucify thee, and have power to release thee?

41 1 57  
49 33 17  
9 65 25 = #99 / #297 {#ONE} <-- *AS* THE FOUNDATION* STONE* (*USURPING* @1 = SOVEREIGN* / CENTRE @5 = LAST* WILL*, TESTAMENT* OF* INR BEING* THE* BINDING* NORM* (NORMA* OBLIGANS* ) ON* #33 AD) MAGIC* SQUARE*"

#1 (9) - OUHOUYAH (King-Seraphim) = #1  
#9 (8) - HAZIEL (King-Cherubim) = #10  
#17 (7) - LEVYAH (King-Throne) = #27 <-- SOVEREIGNTY* PRINCIPLE*


#25 (6) - NETEHYAH (King-Dominion) = #52 <-- *THEY* *ARE* *AS* *THE* *SONS* *OF* *DARKNESS* *OF* *LIGHT* / *GOD* *OF* *AS* #123

#33 (5) - YHOUYAH (King-Powers) = #85 <-- *DIAMOND* / *ADAMANT*

#41 (4) - HEHAHEL (King-Virtues) = #126

#49 (3) - OHOUEL (King-Principalities) = #175<br>*VENUS* (7x7 = #49 / #175) *USE* *OF* *MARRIAGE* *AS* *ANTHROPIC* *PROTOTYPE*

#57 (2) - NEMAMYAH (King-Archangels) = #232

#65 (1) - DAMBYAN (King-Angels) = #297

**YOUTUBE:** "Never Again? How How fascism hijacks democracies over and over (ROB RIEMAN)"

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ye4jKSNHhms>

**JESUS** {He is saved/A saviour; a deliverer} of NAZARETH {Sovereign; one chosen or set apart; separated; crowned; sanctified} answered, Thou coudest have no power at all against me, except it were given thee from above: therefore he that *DELIVERED* *ME* unto thee hath the greater sin.

**ANGEL GENIE CORRESPONDENCES TO MERCURY (#260)**

| 47 | 7 | 63 |
| 55 | 39 | 23 |
| 15 | 71 | 31 |

= #117 / #351 {#SEVEN}

<http://www.grapple369.com?idea:{117}&idea:{351}>

#7 (9) - AKHAYAH (Seraphim-Archangels) = #7 <-- *INTELLECTUS* *AS* *GENITIVE* *VOLUNTATUS*

#15 (8) - HHARIEL (Cherubim-Archangel) = #22 <-- *RATIONAL* *PI* {*A* *PRIORI* *COSMOLOGY* *BY* *BOOKS* *OF* *ENOCH* / *JUBILEE* AS TIME DIVISIONS BY JUBILEES: 7^2 / WEEKS: 7^1 / DAYS: 7^0} #22

#23 (7) - MELAHEL (Throne-Archangel) = #45 <-- *GNOMIC* *CENTRE* / #111 / #333 / #666) *CATEGORIES* *OF* *UNDERSTANDING*

#31 (6) - LEKABEL (Dominion-Archangel) = #76

#39 (5) - REHAIEL (Powers-Archangel) = #115 <-- *CIRCUMCISION* / *BILLHOOK* / *SPEAR* / *KNIVES* *WEAPONS*

#47 (4) - OSHLYAH (Virtues-Archangel) = #162

#55 (3) - MEAHYAH (Principalities-Archangel) = #217

#63 (2) - AENDEL (Archangels-Archangel) = #280
#71 (1) - HYEIEL (Angels-Archangel) = #351 <= *THUS* *BY* *THIS* *PROOF* *WE* *DEMONSTRATE* *THAT* *HATRED* *IS* *THE* *PRINCIPLE* *FUNCTION* *OF* *THE* *RELIGIOUS* *BELIEF* *ITSELF* *AND* *THERE* *IS* *NO* CONCEPT* *SUCH* *AS* *MODERATE* *ISLAM* *OR* *THIS* *NUTBAG* *AS* *RATHER* *A* *QUESTION* *OF* *DEGREES* *ASSOCIATED* *WITH* *IGNORANCE* {#335 as #1, #3, #50, #70, #10, #1, #200 = agnoia (G52): {#9 as #135 as UMBRA interference mapping within Islamic belief to the Arch-Angel of Aries {21 March – 19 April} as MALKIDIEL {#145 as #40, #30, #20, #10, #4, #10, #1, #30} *THE* *EMPEROR* / DIAMOND / SPRING / *RAM* / RED

YOUTUBE: “Thunder (Imagine Dragons)”

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fKopy74weus>

} as SATURN: #FIRE, #EARTH, #AIR, #WATER} 1) lack of knowledge, ignorance; 1a) especially of divine things; 1b) of moral blindness}.  

**BBC NEWS (AFP) @ 2355 HOURS ON 11 MARCH 2018: "RWANDA SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCHGOERS KILLED BY LIGHTNING:"**

A lightning strike killed at least 16 people and injured dozens more at a Seventh-Day Adventist church in Rwanda on Saturday, an official said.

Most of the victims died instantly when lightning hit the church in the southern district of Nyaruguru, local mayor Habitegeko Francois told AFP.

Two people died from their injuries, and 140 people were rushed to hospital and health centres.

Lightning also killed a student in the area on Friday, the mayor said.

The weather accident in the mountainous region near the border with Burundi took place around midday on Saturday while parishioners of the town of Gihemvu were at a church service.

"Doctors say that only three [more churchgoers] are in critical condition but they are getting better," Mr Francois told AFP on Sunday.

He said that in Friday's incident, lightning struck a group of 18 students in the area, killing one.

Three of the students remain in hospital while the rest have been able to return home, reports say.

The deadly church incident comes less than two weeks after the closure of
more than 700 Rwandan churches for failing to comply with building
regulations and for noise pollution.

Local news outlet Panor Actu reported (in French) that a number of the
closed churches did not have required lightning rods - devices intended to
protect a structure from a lightning strike." [Copyright © 2018 BBC

"Who hath *DELIVERED* US from the power of darkness {ie. Beliel
as #351}, and hath translated us into the kingdom of his dear Son:

In whom we have redemption through his blood, even the forgiveness of
sins:

Who is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn of every creature:

For by him were all things created, that are in *HEAVEN*, and that are in
*EARTH*, visible and invisible, whether [they be]

*THRONES* {#27 - SOVEREIGNTY}, or

*DOMINIONS* {#52 as 6J = 6x49 = 294 x 364 {ie. #7 x #52} days of
years = 107,016 / 293 = 365.24232}, or

*PRINCIPALITIES* {#175 - MARRIAGE as anthropic prototype}, or

*POWERS* {#85 = #10, #5, #30, #40 = A precious stone; diamond or
*ADAMANT*}

[Noun]: a legendary rock or mineral to which many properties were
attributed, formerly associated with diamond or lodestone;
[Adjective]: refusing to be persuaded or to change one's mind;
[Origin]: Old English (as a noun), from Old French adamaunt-, via Latin
from Greek adamas, adamant-, ‘untameable, invincible’ (later used to
denote the hardest metal or stone, hence diamond), from a- ‘not’ +
daman ‘to tame’. The phrase to be adamant dates from the 1930s,
although adjectival use had been implied in such collocations as ‘an
adamant heart’ since the 16th century.

YOUTUBE: "Kylie Minogue - Diamonds Are A Girl’s Best Friend (Fox
Studios Grand Opening)"

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=03dCwHcf-pw>

}: all things were created by him, and for him:

And he is before all things, and by him all things consist.
And he is the head of the body, the church: who is the beginning {ARCHĒ: a commencement, or (concrete) chief (in various applications of order, time, place or rank):—beginning, corner, (at the, the) first (estate), magistrate, power, principality, principle, rule }, the firstborn from the dead; that in all things he might have the preeminence." [Colossians 1:13-18 (KJV)]

And from thenceforth Pilate {armed with a dart 🎯} sought to release him: but the Jews cried out, saying, If thou let this man go, thou art not Caesar’s friend: whosoever maketh himself a king speaketh against Caesar.

When Pilate {armed with a dart 🎯} therefore heard that saying, he brought JESUS {He is saved/A saviour; a deliverer} of NAZARETH {Sovereign; one chosen or set apart; separated; crowned; sanctified} forth, and sat down in the judgment seat in a place that is called the Pavement, but in the Hebrew, Gabbatha {high; elevated}.

And it was the *PREPARATION* *OF* *THE* *PASSOVER* {SEE DISCUSSION ON DETERMINATION OF THE DAY BELOW}, and about the sixth hour: and he saith unto the Jews, Behold your King!

But they cried out, Away with him, away with him, crucify him. Pilate saith unto them, Shall I crucify your King? The chief priests answered, We have no king but Caesar.

Then delivered he him therefore unto them to be crucified. And they took Jesus, and led him away.

And he bearing his cross went forth into a place called the place of a skull, which is called in the Hebrew Golgotha {a heap of skulls; something skull-shaped}:

Where they crucified him, and two other with him, on either side one, and Jesus in the midst. And Pilate wrote a title {#INR}, and put it on the cross. And the writing was, JESUS OF NAZARETH THE KING OF THE JEWS.

This title then read many of the Jews: for the place where Jesus was crucified was nigh to the city: and it was written in Hebrew, and Greek, and Latin.

Then said the chief priests of the Jews to Pilate, Write not, The King of the
Jews; but that he said, I am King of the Jews.

Pilate answered, What I have written I have written [according to the *TRADITIONS* OF *ANCIENT* *ROME* {strength}]." [John 19:11-22 (KJV)]

*CAN* *WE* *DETERMINE* *THE* *EXACT* *DAY*?

We can.

And here's how . . .

**Clue #1: The High Priesthood of Caiaphas** {he that seeks with diligence; one that vomiteth}

The gospels indicate that Jesus was crucified at the instigation of the first century high priest named Caiaphas (Matthew 26:3-4, John 11:49-53).

We know from other sources that he served as high priest from A.D. 18 to 36, so that puts Jesus' death in that time frame.

But we can get more specific. Much more.

**Clue #2: The Governorship of Pontius** {marine; belonging to the sea}

Pilate {armed with a dart}

All four gospels agree that Jesus was crucified on the orders of Pontius Pilate (Matthew 27:24-26, Mark 15:15, Luke 23:24, John 19:15-16).

We know from other sources when he served as governor of Judea--A.D. 26 to A.D. 36--so we can narrow down the range by several years.

But how are we going to get it down to a specific day and year?

**Clue #3: After "the Fifteenth Year of Tiberius** {the son of Tiber}

Caesar"

The Gospel of Luke tells us when the ministry of John the Baptist began:

In the fifteenth year of the reign of Tiberius Caesar . . . the word of God came to John the son of Zechariah in the wilderness [Luke 3:1-2].

This picks out a specific year: A.D. 29.

Since all four gospels depict the ministry of Christ beginning after that of John the Baptist had begun (Matthew 3, Mark 1, Luke 3, John 1), this means that we can shave a few more years off our range.
The death of Christ had to be in a range of seven years: between A.D. 29 and 36.

**Clue #4: Crucified on a Friday**

All four gospels agree that Jesus was crucified on a Friday (Matt. 27:62, Mark 15:42; Luke 23:54; John 19:42), just before a Sabbath, which was just before the first day of the week (Matthew 28:1, Mark 16:2, Luke 24:1, John 20:1). We know that it was a Friday because it is referred to as "the day of preparation"--that is, the day on which Jews made the preparations they needed for the Sabbath, since they could not do any work on that day. Thus thus cooked food in advance and made other necessary preparations.

The Jewish Encyclopaedia states: Friday, as the forerunner of Shabbat, is called "Ereb Shabbat" (The Eve of Sabbath). The term "ereb" admits of two meanings: "evening" and "admixture" (Ex. xii. 38); and "Ereb Shabbat" accordingly denotes the day on the evening of which Sabbath begins, or the day on which food is prepared for both the current and the following days, which latter is Sabbath.

The idea of preparation is expressed by the Greek name *paraskeué*, given by Josephus ("Ant." xvi. 6, § 2) to that day (compare Mark xv. 42; Luke xxiii. 54; Matt. xxvii. 62; John xix. 42). In Yer. Pesaḥim iv. 1 the day is called "Yoma da-'Arubta" (Day of Preparation) [Jewish Encyclopedia, s.v., "Calendar"]. That eliminates six of the days of the week, but there were still quite a few Fridays between A.D. 29 and 36.

Can we figure out which one?

**Clue #5: A Friday at Passover**

The gospels also agree that Jesus was crucified in conjunction with the annual feast of Passover (Matthew 26:2, Mark 14:1, Luke 22:1, John 18:39).

Here we encounter a momentary complication, because Matthew, Mark, and Luke describe the Last Supper on Holy Thursday as a Passover meal (Matthew 26:19, Mark 14:14, Luke 22:15). That would suggest that Good Friday was the day after Passover.

However, when describing the morning of Good Friday, John indicates that the Jewish authorities had not yet eaten the Passover meal:

Then they led Jesus from the house of Caiaphas to the Praetorium [ie.,
Pilate's palace. It was early. They themselves did not enter the Praetorium, so that they might not be defiled, but might eat the passover. So Pilate went out to them [John 18:28-29a].

That suggests that the Passover would have begun on sundown Friday. There are a number of ways of resolving this. For example, some have suggested that Jesus and his disciples used a different calendar than the Jewish authorities, and we know that there were different calendars in use in first century Judaism.

It's also possible that Jesus just advanced the date of the Passover celebration for him and his disciples. I mean, they were already convinced he was the Messiah and the Son of God. If he says, "We're celebrating Passover today," and it's a day earlier than most people, they'd just go with that. (Note that he made other modifications to the ceremony, such as instituting the Eucharist in the midst of it.)

And there are other solutions.

However, regardless of what Jesus' movement did, we can look to John's statement about the Jesus' captors as an indication of what the Jewish authorities or the mainstream Jewish practice was: They were celebrating a Passover beginning on what we would call Friday evening.

That lets us narrow down the range of possible dates to just a few. Here is a complete list of the days between A.D. 29 and 36 on whose evenings Passover began:

- Monday, April 18, A.D. 29
- Friday, April 7, A.D. 30
- Tuesday, March 27, A.D. 31
- Monday, April 14, A.D. 32
- Friday, April 3, A.D. 33
- Wednesday, March 24, A.D. 34
- Tuesday, April 12, A.D. 35
- Saturday, March 31, A.D. 36

As you can see, we have just two candidates left: Jesus was either crucified on April 7 of A.D. 30 or April 3 of A.D. 33.

Which was it?

The traditional date is that of A.D. 33. You will find quite a number of people today advocating the A.D. 30 date.

Do the gospels let us decide between the two?
**Clue #6: John's Three Passovers**

The Gospel of John records three different Passovers during the ministry of Jesus:

- **Passover #1:** This is recorded in John 2:13, near the beginning of Jesus' ministry.
- **Passover #2:** This is recorded in John 6:4, in the middle of Jesus' ministry.
- **Passover #3:** This is recorded in John 11:55 (and frequently mentioned afterwards), at the end of Jesus' ministry.

That means that the ministry of Jesus had to span something over two years. A fuller treatment would reveal that it spanned about three and a half years, but even if we assume it began immediately before Passover #1, the addition of two more Passovers shows that it lasted more than two years at a bare minimum.

That means the A.D. 30 date is out.

There is not enough time between the fifteenth year of Tiberius Caesar--A.D. 29--and the next year's Passover to accommodate a ministry of at least two years.

The numbers don't add up.

As a result, the traditional date of Jesus' death--Friday, April 3, A.D. 33--must be regarded as the correct one.

Can we be even more precise?

**Clue #7: "The Ninth Hour"**


"The ninth hour" is what we, today, would refer to as 3:00 p.m.

This allows us to narrow down the time of Jesus' death to a very specific point in history:

**AROUND 1500 HOURS ON FRIDAY, 3 APRIL, 33 A.D.**

<http://www.ncregister.com/blog/jimmy-akin/when-precisely-did-jesus-die-the-year-month-day-and-hour-revealed>
WHERE* *IN* *FACT* *NO* *TRUTHS* *EXIST*. AS A RESULT THEY BECOME EMBEDDED IN SOME RUT OF THOUGHT OR OTHER {

Perennial philosophy (HETEROS \{#390 - ROBBERS\} v’s HOMOIOS \{#391 - STEWARDS OF GOD’S HOUSE\} THEORY OF NUMBER) as universal of right and wrong...

\#391 as \[#70, \#40, \#70, \#10, \#1, \#200\] = homoios (G3664): \{\#12 as \#460\} 1) like, similar, resembling; 1a) like: ie. resembling; 1b) like: ie. corresponding to a thing;

\#391 as \[#70, \#10, \#20, \#70, \#50, \#70, \#40, \#10, \#1, \#50\] = oikonomia (G3622): \{\#11 as \#341\} 1) the management of a household or of household affairs; 1a) specifically, the management, oversight, administration, of other's property; 1b) the office of a manager or overseer, stewardship; 1c) administration, dispensation;

"Jesus answered, My kingdom is not of this world: if my kingdom were of this world, then would my servants fight, that I should not be delivered to the Jews: but now is my kingdom not from hence.

Pilate therefore said unto him, Art thou a king then?

Jesus answered, Thou sayest that I am a king. To this end was I born, and for this cause came I into the world, that I should bear witness unto the *TRUTH*. Every one that is of the *TRUTH* heareth my voice.

Pilate saith unto him, What is *TRUTH*? And when he had said this, he went out again unto the Jews, and saith unto them, I find in him no fault at all.

But ye have a custom, that I should release unto you one at the passover: will ye therefore that I release unto you the King of the Jews?

Then cried they all again, saying, Not this man, but Barabbas {son of shame, confusion as in BABYLON / MITHRAISM: incongruity; confusion; mixture: \#260 ... \#175 ... \#65 ... \#34 ... \#369 ... \#111 ... \#15}. Now Barabbas was a robber \{\#390 as \#40, \#100, \#80, \#1, \#3, \#5, \#200\} as harpax (G727): \{\#11 as \#242\} 1) rapacious, ravenous; 2) a extortioner, a robber}." [John 18:36 –40 (KJV)]

This may be understood in terms of ARCH KAI TELOS OIDA: \{1 \(#5\) + 2 \(#12\) + 3 \(#15\) + 4 \(#40\) = 10 \(#72\)\} as a logical proposition applied to the esoteric number as the total sum:

\#45 + \#136 + \#325 + \#666
In any event we are able to cognise the CATEGORIES OF UNDERSTANDING for each intellectual concept.

\[
\begin{align*}
41 & 1 57 \\
49 & 33 17 \\
9 & 65 25 = #99 / #297 \{#\text{ONE}\} + \\
\end{align*}
\[
\begin{align*}
42 & 2 58 \\
50 & 34 18 \\
10 & 66 26 = #102 / #306 \{#\text{TWO}\} + \\
\end{align*}
\[
\begin{align*}
43 & 3 59 \\
51 & 35 19 \\
11 & 67 27 = #105 / #315 \{#\text{THREE}\} + \\
\end{align*}
\[
\begin{align*}
44 & 4 60 \\
52 & 36 20 \\
12 & 68 28 = #108 / #324 \{#\text{FOUR}\} = \\
\end{align*}
\[
\begin{align*}
74 & 81 76 \\
79 & 77 75 \\
78 & 73 80 = #231 - #108 = #123 / #693 - #369 = #324 \{#\text{TEN}\} \text{ AS RETURN TO GRECO-ROMAN MAGIC SQUARE BEING ITSELF} \\
\end{align*}
\]

THUSLY:

**VIRTUE as MIND:** \{1 + 2 = #3\} +  
**TOOLS as SCIENCE:** \{3 + 4 = #7\} +  
**POSITION as OPINION:** \{5 + 6 = #11\} +  
**TIME as SENSE:** \{7 + 8 = #15\} 

= #36 (ie. H27 - Realm of its Nature as Heaven - Formula of Universal Law + H9 - System’s Cosmology as Earth - Formula of Humanity) #111 / #666 Magic Sum as logical #CENTRE / #FIVE:

\[
\begin{align*}
45 & 5 61 \\
53 & 37 21 \\
13 & 69 29 = #111 / #333 \{#\text{FIVE}\} \\
\end{align*}
\]

**ANGEL GENII CORRESPONDENCES TO MARS (#65 - SOLDIERS)**

\[
\begin{align*}
44 & 4 60 \\
52 & 36 20 \\
\end{align*}
\]
12 68 28 = #108 / #324 {#FOUR}

<http://www.grapple369.com?idea:{108}&idea:{324}>

#4 (9) - AELMYAH (Seraphim-Powers) = #4
#12 (8) - HAHAEYAH (Cherubim-Powers) = #16
#20 (7) - PAHALYAH (Throne-Powers) = #36
#28 (6) - SHAHAYAH (Dominion-Powers) = #64
#36 (5) - MANDEL (Powers-Powers) = #100 <--- #100 as #1, #3, #80, #10, #6 = 'aggaph (H102): {#2 as #84} 1) wing (of an army), band, *ARMY*, hordes / #224 as #6, #8, #200, #4, #6 = charad (H2729): {#48 as #224} 1) to tremble, quake, move about, be afraid, be startled, be terrified; 1a) (Qal); 1a1) to tremble, quake (of a mountain); 1a2) to tremble (of people); 1a3) to be anxiously careful; 1a4) to go or come trembling (with prep); 1b) (Hiphil); 1b1) to cause to tremble; 1b2) *TO* *DRIVE* *IN* *TERROR*, *ROUT* (*AN* *ARMY*)
#44 (4) - ILHYAH (Virtues-Powers) = #144
#52 (3) - OMEMYAH (Principalities-Powers) = #196
#60 (2) - METSRAEL (Archangels-Powers) = #256
#68 (1) - HABOYAH (Angels-Powers) = #324 <--- @1 IS THE USURPER AS IT'S NATURAL PROGRESSION {#1 / #73 SUBSTITUTION}

USURPER: #1 {First Number in the Square}
GUIDE: #25 (5x5) {Last Number in the Square}
MYSTERY: #26 {First Number + Last Number}
ADJUSTER: #65 {Total Sum of a Row}
LEADER: #325 {Total Value of All Rows}
REGULATOR: #390 {Total Sum of a Row + Total Sum of All Rows} <--- #5 as #PHALLUS = #360 / #72 or #365 / #70 = #5 + 5x5 = 25 / #65 / Usurper: @1 / Mystery: #26 {YHWH} / Leader: #325 / Regulator: #390 / General Governor: #780 / 2 = #390 as 1, #100, #80, #1, #3, #5, #200 as harpax (G727): {#11 as #242} 1) rapacious, ravenous; 2) a extortioner, a robber or #365 / #5 = #73
GENERAL GOVERNOR: #780 {(Total Sum of a Row Total Sum of All Rows) x 2}

HIGH OVERSEER: #19500 {((Total Sum of a Row Total Sum of All Rows) x 2) x Last Number in the Square}

#1 - Military
#2 - Chemists
#3 - Metal Workers
#4 - Dentists
#5 - Engineers
#6 - Barbers
#7 - Butchers
#8 - Firefighters
#9 - Competitive Sports (Surgeons)

**Y-M-T-A IDEA:** 

Y-M-T-A IDEA: 

1. #231 as #1, #20, #10, #200 = nakar (H5234): 
   - (#31 as #231) 1) to recognise, acknowledge, know, respect, discern, regard; 2) to act or treat as foreign or strange, disguise, misconstrue; 
   - 1a) (Niphal) to be recognised; 1b) (Piel) to regard; 1c) (Hiphil); 1c1) to regard, observe, pay attention to, pay regard to, notice; 1c2) *TO* *RECOGNISE* (*AS* *FORMERLY* *KNOWN*), *PERCEIVE*; 1c3) to be willing to recognise or acknowledge, acknowledge with honour; 1c4) to be acquainted with; 1c5) to distinguish, understand; 
   - 1d) (Hithpael) to make oneself known; 
   - 2a) (Niphal) to disguise oneself; 
   - 2b) (Piel); 2b1) to treat as foreign (profane); 2b2) to misconstrue; 
   - 2c) (Hithpael); 2c1) *TO* *ACT* *AS* *ALIEN*; 2c2) to disguise oneself; 

41 1 57 
49 33 17 
9 65 25 = #99 / #297 {#ONE} <-- *AS* *THE* *FOUNDATION* *STONE* (*USURPING* @1 = *SOVEREIGN* / #CENTRE @5 = *LAST* *WILL*, *TESTAMENT* *OF* #INR *BEING* *THE* *BINDING* *NORM* (*NORMA* *OBLIGANS* ) *ON* #33 AD) *MAGIC* *SQUARE* 

49 9 65 
57 41 25 
17 73 33 = #123 / #369 {#NINE} AS IT'S NATURAL PROGRESSION {#1 / #73 SUBSTITUTION} 

74 81 76 
79 77 75 
78 73 80 = #231 - #108 = #123 / #693 - #369 = #324 {#TEN} AS RETURN TO GRECO-ROMAN MAGIC SQUARE BEING ITSELF 

*MITHRA* (Avestan: 𐬀𐬭 𐬚𐬌 𐬨 Miθra, Old Persian: 𐎢𐎮𐎶 Miça) is the Zoroastrian angelic Divinity (yazata) of Covenant, Light, and Oath. In addition to being the Divinity of Contracts, Mithra is also a judicial figure, an all-seeing Protector of Truth, and the Guardian of Cattle, the Harvest, and of The Waters. 

The Romans attributed their Mithraic mysteries (the mystery religion known as Mithraism) to "Persian" (ie. Zoroastrian) sources relating to Mithra. Since the early 1970s the dominant scholarship has noted dissimilarities between the Persian and Roman traditions, making it, at most, the result of Roman perceptions of (Pseudo-)Zoroastrian ideas. 

**#260 - Raven (Corax): Mercury** 

{#1 - Will, free will, choice / VIRTUE: 64 meta descriptor prototypes / Remember the Sabbath Day}
#175 - Bridegroom (Nymphus): Venus \{#2 - desire, inclination / TOOLS: marriage / Honour Parents\},

#65 - *SOLDIER* (Miles): Mars \{#3 - disposition towards (something or someone) / POSITION: Soldier / Do Not Kill\},

#34 - *LION* (Leo): Jupiter \{#4 - favour, affection / TIME: #CENTRE and #INR / Do Not Commit Adultery (ie. Avoid Heteronomy Against Autonomy)\},

#369 - Persian (Perses): Lunar \{#5 - last will, testament / CANON: RHYTHM & HARMONY / Do Not Steal\} as DISCRIMINATING NORM (HUMAN NATURE)

#111 - Runner of the Sun (Heliodromus): Sol Invictus \{#6 - goal, object, purpose, intention / IMPLEMENTATION: HETEROS (binomial / bifurcated) THEORY OF NUMBER / Do Not Bear False Witness\} as BINDING NORM (NORMA OBLIGANS), and

#15 - Father (Pater): Saturn \{#7 - signification, import / LIMIT: #INR AS TERNIO ANAGRAM / Do Not Covet\} as MANIFESTING NORM (NORMA DENUNTIANS)." [Acts 17:22-32 (KJV)]

Together with the Vedic common noun mitra, the Avestan common noun miθra derives from proto-Indo-Iranian *mitra, from the root mi- "to bind", with the "tool suffix" -tra- "causing to." Thus, etymologically mitra/miθra means "that which causes binding", preserved in the Avestan word for "Covenant, Contract, Oath".

In Middle Iranian languages (Middle Persian, Parthian etc.), miθra became mihr, from which New Persian مهر mihr, Wanetsi and Wazirwola (Pashto) mēra/myer, and Armenian mihr/mher ultimately derive. [<https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mithra>]

}\ AND, UNLESS THEY POSSESS AN EXCEPTIONALLY COMMONSENSE MIND, DEGENERATE INTO RELIGIOUS MANIACS.

IT IS DEPLORABLE THAT THE BIBLE SHOULD HAVE BEEN TRANSLATED INTO GERMAN, AND THAT THE WHOLE OF THE GERMAN PEOPLE SHOULD HAVE THUS BECOME EXPOSED TO THE WHOLE OF THIS JEWISH MUMBO JUMBO {

Y-M-T-A IDEA: #408 as #30, #8, #100, #70, #200 = leros (G3026): \{#11 as #408\} 1) *IDLE* *TALK*, *NONSENSE*;

}. SO LONG AS THE WISDOM, PARTICULARLY OF THE OLD TESTAMENT,

AS A SANE GERMAN, ONE IS FLABBERGASTED TO THINK THAT GERMAN HUMAN BEINGS COULD HAVE LET THEMSELVES BE BROUGHT TO SUCH A PASS BY JEWISH FILTH AND PRIESTLY TWADDLE, THAT THEY WERE LITTLE DIFFERENT FROM THE HOWLING DERVISH OF THE TURKS AND THE NEGROES, AT WHOM WE LAUGH SO SCORNFULLY. IT ANGERS { Y-M-T-A IDEA: #231 as #70, #100, #3, #8, #50 = orge (G3709): {#61 as #231} 1) anger, the natural disposition, temper, character; 2) movement or agitation of the soul, impulse, desire, any violent emotion, but especially anger; 3) *ANGER*, wrath, indignation; 4) anger exhibited in punishment, hence used for punishment itself; 4a) of punishments inflicted by magistrates; }

) ONE TO THINK THAT, WHILE IN OTHER PARTS { Y-M-T-A IDEA: #231 as #6, #1, #8, #200, #10, #6 = 'achar (H310): {#6 as #231} 1) after the following part, behind (of place), hinder, afterwards (of time); 1a) as an adverb; 1a1) behind (of place); 1a2) afterwards (of time); 1b) as a preposition; 1b1) behind, after (of place); 1b2) after (of time); 1b3) besides; 1c) after that; 1d) as a substantive; 1d1) hinder part; 1e) with other prepositions; 1e1) from behind; 1e2) from following after; }

) OF THE GLOBE { Y-M-T-A IDEA: #231 as #5, #30, #70, #6, #30, #40, #10, #600 = 'owlam (H5769): {#38 as #231} 1) long duration, antiquity, futurity, for ever, ever, everlasting, evermore, perpetual, old, *ANCIENT*, *WORLD*; 1a) ancient time, long time (of past); 1b) (of future); 1b1) for ever, always; 1b2) continuous existence, perpetual; 1b3) everlasting, indefinite or unending future, eternity; }

) RELIGIOUS TEACHING LIKE THAT OF *CONFUCIUS*, *BUDDHA* AND *MOHAMMED* OFFERS AN UNDENIABLY BROAD BASIS FOR THE
RELIGIOUS-MINDED, GERMANS SHOULD HAVE BEEN DUPED BY A THEOLOGICAL EXPOSITION DEVOID OF ALL HONEST DEPTH."

— TRUTH WHISPERS AS TEARS IN RAIN —

“WHAT OF GODHEAD.
AND IMAGO DEI.
OR TRUTH CONVEY?
BY PURE CONCEIT.

WHY BE WICKED.
SUCH AS THEE.
OF BLASPHEMY.
SELFISH DECEIT.

WHOM DID BLEED.
WAS IT NOT FOR ME?
YOUR COCK DENY.
NOW ALL FORFEIT.” [Written: 3 December 2017]

What history would have been if someone had some 70 years ago, slimed his credibility in such comprehensive manner as the cause for irreparable self harm done against this persona—more effective than an assassination.

YOUTUBE: “Time to Die (Gary Numan)”

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KYt8Ia2nCWk>

Those noobs such as Colonel Edmund J. Burke (burkesbabes@std-girls.com) and those of alt.usenet.kooks are just pack hunting, gang-banging Hitler aggrandizers and dildo ([vulgar slang]: stupid or ridiculous persons) idolizing cult of game player participants, who as c@ck pumpers (ie. have lost touch with all reality and are fixated entirely upon an intense over rated feeling of happiness in vain inflated opinions, and seem agitated at the debris piling upon their names), celebrate everything within life as a parody...

YOUTUBE: Paula’s {small; little} Downfall - The sock from zoonoses.de gets PWNED (ie. utterly defeat an opponent or rival)

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sdyBYSuqQBQ>

"BUT PAUL {small; little} (THE FUEHRER),

HE ALSO LINKED THE MESSAGE IDS TO THE IP ADDRESSES FROM THE AIOE LOGS.
BY DOING THIS, HE HAS PROVEN THAT KENSI {handsome; comely} IS YOUR SOCK-PUPPET...

BUT WE WERE WINNING!!!

FOR F@CK'S SAKE, WE WERE WINNING!!!

NOW I'M EXPOSED ... AS A KOOK WHO DOES THINGS TO GOATS {{[British Informal]: a stupid person, a fool} ... [BUT] I AM THE FRIENDLY NEIGHBOUR VOTE WRANGLER (FNVW)!!!

I'LL SHOW THESE KOOKOLOGISTS WHO'S BOSS!!!

**LADY:** [SNIFFLES]

THEY'LL REGRET THE DAY THEY EVER CALLED ME SEAMUS {ie. JACK {God is gracious; man or boy}}:

SEAMUS is a male first name of Celtic origin. It is the Gaelic equivalent of the name James which is the English New Testament variant for the Hebrew name Jacob {that supplants, undermines; the heel}

THERE'S NO EVIDENCE TO PROVE I'M KENSI {handsome; comely}-- EVIDENCE MY FAT ASS!!!

HIS EVIDENCE IS FULL OF HOLES.

I COULD FLY A PLANE THROUGH THEM.

**YOUTUBE:** “Air Afrikaans”

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CYOIbXJTVIc>

A BIG F@CKING PLANE!!! AND THE GOATS WONT TALK.

**MILITARY AID:** BUT PAUL {small; little} {ie. FUEHRER}, THEY KNOW KENSI {handsome; comely} WEAR'S WOMEN'S UNDERWEAR {ie. a sissifying}

NONE OF THESE NASTY THINGS THEY HAVE SAID OR IMPLIED ABOUT ME ARE AT ALL TRUE!!!

IT'S MORPHY KOOK-AID!!!

I HAVE FLATLY CONTRADICTED [IT AND] YOU[RE] FLATLY CONTRADICTING MY CLAIM HERE ... SO NOTHING THAT YOU HAVE SAID
IS F@CKING UNOPPOSED!!

[AND ALL DONE] IN FRONT OF SEVEN BILLION POTENTIAL VIEWERS.

ACCOUNT BANNED IS REFUTED!!

I'VE ENGAGED IN THIS WAR AND WON ... AND IF YOU SPEAK ABOUT GOATS AGAIN I'LL BREAK YOUR LEGS!!

REMEMBER THAT I AM A CO-VOTE WRANGLER WITH THE [TARD]!!

WHAT I WILL DO IS RUN MY FAKE BALLOTS AND GIVE THEM ALL KOOK AWARDS.

LIKE STALIN!!"

YOUTUBE: "Hitler gets the electricity bill"

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0jEIYTUbRXQ>

FUEHRER: I WANT TO SEE MY GOATS VERY SOON.

I WANT TO HAVE A BIT OF FUN.

I LIKE THEIR FRISKY SCENT. (ie. *FROWZY* (ill-smelling, musty; dirty and untidy; slovenly) [Courtesy www.dictionary.com as Word of the day for 10 November 2016]

GRAB THE HIND LEGS, AND UP IT!!

FAR RIGHTER

FOR ME TO HAVE MY FUN WITH SOCK-PUPPETS AND GOATS THAN WITH REAL HUMANS!!

FEMALE: (CRYING)

2ND FEMALE: IT'S OKAY ANNA NO GOATS WERE HARMED [IN] MAKING THIS PARODY.

ANNA is a Latinate variant of the French name Anne, which is a cognate of the Hebrew name Hannah {gracious; full of grace; merciful; he that *gives*}"  

YOUTUBE: "Hitler Finds out Chuck Norris is Coming - [Episode Four]"

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZrHmcpRAZNs>
KWILLS SHILL #3 (COMPUELF@GMAIL.COM) @ 1153 HOURS ON 4 MARCH 2018: "ALL HAIL THE TACO!

[But I am the] Strategic Writer, Psychotronic World Dominator and FEMA camp counsellor."

DOLF @ 0247 HOURS ON 5 MARCH 2018: "You and BDK are just alike as such undignified humanity as only [being] depravity and perversity which the [striped] stain of your nation's flag represents and is hardly worth dying for.

The Glory of God bestowed as dignity of man is not upon you and neither to be found among you.

What a wasted life Billy Graham's [99 years] was...

YOUTUBE: "Battle Hymn of the Republic"
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jy6AOGRsR80>

DOLF @ 0630 HOURS ON 5 MARCH 2018: "I rest my case that: you are so unscrupulous, unprincipled and dislocated from reality to being incapable as any exemplar (ie. both sides of the civil war sang this song) citizen for your country that you cannot participate in that song—the mongrel dog you are.

I’ve added soc.culture.russia to prove that I am not 'incapable of any rationality'.

YOUTUBE: "Kermit vs. Constantine (Dark Kermit)"
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Biv_TKkvzC4>

DOLF 0213 HOURS ON 15 JUNE 2017: "🌈TERNIO ANAGRAM FASCIST CATHOLIC DO KEEP YOUR MATERIAL SUPPORT FOR TERRORISTS ACTS OUT OF [OUR] GROUPS AS YOU ARE NOT WANTED HERE:

Don't mind us as we are just filleting, shifting and reclaiming neutrons from affluent effluent as waste ...

This is within accord with our universal jurisdiction mining rights.

That ought to read sifting as we are not doing anything shifty...

D.L.K
"Tinkle Tinkle, Little Star. Sickle Ya Pickle, My Silent Jar."

That's too soon in the script isn't it and wasn't there suppose to be a rapacious slaughter where you each take a token trophy.

YOU HAVE BEEN PUBLICLY CAUTIONED AGAINST THE ACTS AND STATEMENTS IN WHICH YOU ARE REPEATEDLY ENGAGED.

You each have a vicarious liability by your responses as an investiture within this dialog and the incitement of others towards dehumanising actions by any means and it's escalation towards violence, rape and culminating murderous intention as cause célèbre in giving material support to extremism {#465} and terrorist acts {#307}.

You have been advised to refrain from any such further conduct and you have foolishly as deified ignorance and narcissism refused to adhere to my prudent advice.

SUCH CONDUCT IS A GUILT (ACTUS REA) IN THE INDICTMENT OF TREASON AND YOU WILL ALL FACE A VERY FIERCE, FIERY AND DETERMINED JUSTICE.

I MAKE NO APOLOGY OF MY SEEKING THE EUPHORIA AS AN EXQUISITE ESSENCE OF BEING IN SEEKING YOUR BODILY ELIMINATION YOU TURD FOR BRAINS AND THE REMOVAL OF ANY PROCREATIONAL RIGHT.

OH SUCH DELIGHT OF MINE.
TAKE MY FINAL ADVICE AND SHUT YOUR F@CKING MOUTH 😇 IF YOU HAVE NOTHING TO POSITIVELY CONTRIBUTE TOWARDS THIS UNIVERSE OF DISCOURSE."

**MICHAEL CHRIST:** "Shut up, Dolf.

Take th[at] chip on your shoulder some place else.

Thanks."

"And he said, Oh let not the Lord be angry, and I will speak yet but this once: Peradventure ten shall be found there. And he said, I will not destroy [it] for ten's sake." [Genesis 18:32 (KJV)]

**DOLF:** "I would not find 10 among you...

And shake the dust off my feet.

Here pussy pussy {ie. the 'boy-pussy' was a smaller version of the cat-o-nine-tails as known to being a colonial authoritative punishment instrument of slavery / shipping and gave rise to the expression:

'TAKE IT LIKE A MAN'!}"

**YOUTUBE:** "Ten Little Indians (Popular Nursery Rhyme by KidsCamp)"

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k0SkWCCWrF8>

**KERNEL DON JUAN:** "Where were these girls when I was a young military cadet?

Seriously, where the f@ck were they?"

**DOLF:** "ANAL?

BOY PUSSY?

Your PUSSY is no RIOT.

And I'm orthodox and don't look at any female performers as that's not kosher."
CHECKMATE, DOW #1 (LUNATIC.FRINGE@THE.EDGE): "This being traditionally a male dominated crime, it's interesting to see that more and more females are getting busted, and they're all pretty hawt.

I can't imagine how a 16-year-old boy would be anything but pleased with such an arrangement.

Most likely one of them started bragging about it, and that let the cat out of the bag."

KERNEL DON JUAN: "It goes to show that women like some young meat, too. She is young and in need of getting her hole punched."

FMURTZ (HAGGISZ@HOTMAIL.COM): "My K button is getting a workout."

DOLF @ 0925 HOURS ON 12 JUNE 2017: "THERE ARE #42 ANGELS DANCING UPON A PIN HEAD.

Show some respect towards my name.

Justice is what I seek, Kemosabe."

ROD [FASCIST CATHOLIC] KUMAR 🐐 SABI@GMAIL.COM)

EASTMAN: "Sure, Doofless."

DOLF: "IS MICHAEL CHRIST ASSOCIATED TO A RING OF PEDOPHILE ROMAN CATHOLICS RAPING PSYCHOLOGICALLY CAGED CHILDREN (alt.bible.freeman)?

YOUTUBE: "Bloodhound Gang - The Bad Touch"

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xat1GVnl8-k>

DOLF: "How quickly you come to the defence of an alleged pedophile to whom you have a software association."

ROD [FASCIST CATHOLIC] KUMAR 🐐 SABI@GMAIL.COM)

EASTMAN: "And who would you be accusing of that, Doof?"

DOLF: "Where is a live rabbit when you need one?"
ROD [FASCIST CATHOLIC] KUMAR 🐴 SABI@GMAIL.COM

EASTMAN: "In the hat.

Aren't you a magician Doof?"

DOLF: "Don't you tear heads off live rabbits?

Don't tell me that Sister Fiona {white} and Black Betty {ie. Elizabeth: Oath of God; satisfaction} like the nuns of Saint Vincent's Hospital are now soppy and inconsolable.

There are no shades of GREY or ROSE coloured glasses with me as I see the world in the spectrum of the rainbow.

YOUTUBE: "Queen - We Are The Champions (Official Video)"

Give an accountability for your statements or take it like a man you demented whore of Babylon.

I don't want as you suggest, to hammer upon the deferential point:

- In sensu tamen non obliviscar tui
- You will never forget the feeling

But we are not as you slanderously suggest incapable of Christian charity {#465} and human empathy {#307} as piety.

And do mind showing a proper respect by using capitalism."

RACHEL {sheep} WEEPS FOR HER CHILDREN AS SAITH THE PROPHET JEREMIAH:

"LORD, WHAT FOOLS THESE MORTALS BE..."

NOMEN NESCIO [LATIN: I DON'T KNOW THE NAME] (NOBODY@DIZUM.COM) @ 0017 HOURS ON 10 MARCH 2018: "Dolf sells the BIG ISSUE outside Flinder[s] St Station:
Only during hailstorms!
But is he an organ donor?
Or a Russian double-agent?"

DOLF @ That is your ROMAN #52 ABORTION CLINIC heritage and not ours as the CHILDREN #123 of GOD.

EXCERPTS FROM: "HOCUS POCUS {unnecessarily mysterious or elaborate activity or talk to cover up a deception, magnify a simple purpose, etc} OF 8 NOVEMBER 2017:

#1 - DIFFERENTIAL POSITION
#2 - CORRESPONDENCE RELATIVITY
#3 - MORPHOLOGICAL SYM-BULIMIA AS IMPETUS {#390 as 1, #100, #80, #1, #3, #5, #200 as harpax (G727): {#11 as #242} 1} rapacious, ravenous; 2 a extortioner, a robber}
#4 - INTEGRITY / FLUIDITY / COHERENCE OF TACTICAL ACTION
#5 - MEASURED OUTCOME

<http://www.grapple369.com?zen:1,row:6,col:8,nous:19&idea:{19}&idea:{357}&idea:{390}>

.jackNote@zen: 1, row: 6, col: 8, nous: 19 [Super: #357 / #19 - Argument for Ethical Anarchism, Returning to Simplicity; I-Ching: H57 - Compliance, Gentle Penetration/Wind, Ground, Calculations; Tetra: 58 - Gathering In, Ego: #390 / #19 - Argument for Ethical Anarchism, Returning to Simplicity; I-Ching: H57 - Compliance, Gentle Penetration/Wind, Ground, Calculations; Tetra: 58 - Gathering In]

"BUT IT’S ILLEGAL:

SUPER (MALE) Y-M-T-A HOMOIOS THEORY ON NUMBER IDEA:
{OUTER: #66 - Strategic Reversal, Putting Oneself Behind; I-Ching: H41 - Diminution, Decrease, Diminishing; Tetra: 55 - Diminishment / INNER: #21 - Guiding the Physical, Emptying the Heart; I-Ching: H31 - Reciprocity, Conjoining, Influence (wooing), Feelings; Tetra: 42 - Going to Meet} #390 has 16 Categories:

Saying that something is illegal is not an argument {#390 as #30, #4, #300, #50, #6 = dashen (H1878): {#1 as #354 = *MOON*} 1} to be fat, grow fat, become fat, become prosperous, anoint; 1a) (Qal) of prosperity (fig.); 1b) (Piel); 1b1) to make fat, anoint; 1b2) to find fat (of offering - acceptable); 1b3) to take away ashes (from altar); 1c) (Pual) to be made fat; 1d) (Hothpael) to fatten oneself (of Jehovah's sword)}

YOUTUBE: “Philosopher Football (Monty Python)”
Being and Time (German: Sein und Zeit) is a 1927 book by the German philosopher Martin Heidegger, in which the author seeks to analyse the concept of Being. Heidegger maintains that this has fundamental importance for philosophy and that, since the time of the Ancient Greeks, philosophy has avoided the question, turning instead to the analysis of particular beings. Heidegger attempts to revive ontology through a reawakening of the question of the meaning of being. He approaches this through a fundamental ontology that is a preliminary analysis of the being of the being to whom the question of being is important, i.e., *Dasein*, or the human being in the abstract. [<https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Being_and_Time>]

PETER PRINCIPLED (NOEMAIL@PIGPOND.COM) @ 0838 HOURS ON 10 MARCH 2018: "Not at all feigned in your case O Dolorous Dolfin.

You're the expert on HOCUS POCUS, Dolfo. Your turgid nonsense would be a harmless enough affectation except that it makes you into a servant of Satan. The Great Liar loves man-made systems of esoteric "knowledge"

[such as your defining #297 - Marriage / Sovereign dynamic / #351 - Anthropic prototype / #231 - fascist ideology / identity in entirely mathematical, deterministic as humanistic terms relative to the function: #237 - *USE* *OF* *FORCE* being an #364 - jurisprudent (ethical) and organisational construct: #123 - *A* *MEMBER* *OF* *GUILD*, *ORDER*, *CLASS*." And them]

purporting to be the gateway to the Kingdom of God."

GUILT BY RUMOUR (DEMS@NEWFOUND.MORALITY) @ 0716 HOURS ON 18 DECEMBER 2017: "QUICK - ELLIOT WAVE THERAPY FOR THIS ONE!

'After all the ENNEAD of THOTH and not the Roman Catholic Eucharist, expresses an Anthropic Cosmological Principle which appears within its geometric conception as being equivalent to the Pythagorean TETRAD/TETRACTYS' [Dolf Boek Quote]"

DOLF @ 0655 HOURS ON 18 DECEMBER 2017: "It’s entirely rational and is a refutation of the German Martin Heidegger’s treatise on Origins of Language and Being and Time..."
One must needs be as a priori possess an intellect before one can argue such propositions or else engage within sym-bulimia and invent your own lexicon of opportunism...

*DASHEN* v’s *DASEIN* {'I' as #9 - Autonomous Nature (Form of Nature) / 'H' as @5 - #CENTRE OF WILL}

#17 / #5 - Act of Nature {DOUBLE: #5 - Act of Nature {#8 - Transforming Nature}} [#175 / #4 - Nature Amended in it’s Nature]

V - The Governor General may on Our behalf *exercise* *all* *powers* under the Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act, 1900, *or* *otherwise* *in* *respect* *of* *the* *summoning*, *proroguing*, *or* *dissolving* *the* *Parliament* of Our said Commonwealth.

RHYTHM: 5 x #41 = #205 as #INNER {FEMALE (EGO)} / {#5 - last will, testament: Faciens misericordiam {#5 - Granting forgiveness} (1308 CE) / CANON: RHYTHM & HARMONY / Do Not Steal}

It is an appeal to authority {#390 as #5, #90, #80, #10, #200, #5 = tsephiyrah (H6843): {#8 as #385} 1) plait, chaplet, wreath, crown; 1a) plait, coronet, diadem}.  

Laws are arbitrary dictates to control the population.

Not universal standards of morality.” [Facebook lies and propaganda
deceptions {#357 as #20, #70, #30, #1, #20, #5, #10, #1, #200 as kolakeia (G2850): {#12 as #157} flattery, flattering discourse} by ‘The Free Thought Project’

<http://www.grapple369.com/images/Carpe-Diem.jpg>

Remember the Sabbath to keep it holy this 11 November 2017...

— CARPE DIEM —

“SEIZE THE DAY.
LET IT NOT TAKE YOU.
MAKE THE MOST OF IT.
TODAY WHILE YE MAY.
LEST MOURNERS QUEUE.
FOR WHAT YOU FORFEIT.

BY GOD’S GIFT {#357 as #9, #5, #70, #200, #5, #2, #5, #10, #1, #50 = theosebeia (G2317): {#11 as #307} 1) reverence towards God’s goodness} BETRAY.”

...unless you belong to the deluded Nazi organisation KNIGHTS TEMPLAR INTERNATIONAL it is an arbitrary dictate as you attempt by whatever means including deception / murderous slaughter to control your population from the liberty and freedom (‘sabbath was made for man, not man for the sabbath’) as a universal standard of morality.

YOUTUBE: "Dancing Queen (Abba)"

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xFrGuyw1V8s>
An Egyptian lawyer has sparked outrage after saying women who wear ripped jeans deserve to be sexually harassed and raped.

Nabih al-Wahsh, a prominent conservative, said it was part of the “national duty” to rape women wearing such garments, adding that girls who wear revealing clothing are inviting men to harass them.

He made the controversial comments during a current affairs talk show called Infirad on satellite channel Al-Assema.

The panel were having a heated debate on a draft law on prostitution when al-Wahsh asked: “Are you happy when you see a girl walking down..."
He added: “I say that when a girl walks about like that, it is a patriotic duty to sexually harass her and a national duty to rape her.”

Egypt’s National Council for Women has since announced plans to file a complaint against the lawyer and the TV channel.

The Council has also appealed to media outlets to stop giving a platform to individuals who make comments that incite violence against women. Maya Mursi, head of the National Council for Women Doctors, said the comments were a “flagrant call” for rape.

Despite the backlash, al-Wahsh has refused to back down, releasing a statement which said his daughter “would also deserve that [rape, sexual harassment] if she decided to wear jeans that are ripped from the back.”

The lawyer made the headlines in October last year after his debate with a liberal cleric descended into chaos. Chairs and shoes were sent flying around the TV studio after the cleric argued women should not necessarily be required to cover their hair with a headscarf.”


DOLF @ 1811 HOURS ON 23 AUGUST 2017: "TO THE EDITOR
STAR OBSERVER SYDNEY: PRIVATE NOT FOR PUBLIC RELEASE
UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES:

Why I hijacked the GLBTI protest against an anti-homosexual Gippsland Times Advert (SALE, GIPPSLAND) whereby I sledged (taunted) to allegedly Same Sex Marriage protestors outside the Gippsland Times offices against its A-U-M slander and were engaged in *HOCUS* *POCUS* holding a picture.

Unfortunately the GLBTI Community places itself in opposition to my own activism activity which has a GLOBAL reach.

That they were today unwittingly protesting outside a 24 Hour GYM which is right next door to the Gippsland Times and Maffra Spectator Offices and suspected of surreptitious participation with the anti-GLBTI same sex marriage as SAINT ANDREWS campaign and the depraved RIGHTS 4 WHITES pro-CATHOLIC, ANTI POLICE / AMBULANCE graffiti which defaces the "I DO SUPPORT SAME SEX MARRIAGE WITHIN GIPPSLAND" photographic campaign and actually provides the morphological story-board for it. And
unfortunately there was a person holding a picture framed image which is a characteristic of the POTUS cause célèbre with a broken picture frame outside a music store in Raymond St on Saturday 4 March 2017 when Sydney Mardi Gras was being celebrated within our community.

YOUTUBE: "P!nk - What About Us (Official Video)"

I had earlier removed three unlawful advertising adhesive (sticker) posters which were being used by this same GYM which is shown in the pictures. One of which was stuck on the Clock Tower within the TOWN SQUARE (that has also got some very distinct A-U-M belief systems associated sticker graffiti associated to 19 August Indian New Year (which was not celebrated this year) and Mithraic / A-U-M Religious belief held in common by the White Brotherhood / Freemasons / Theosophical Society / Roman Catholicism / Orthodox / Islam / Judaism. And another (shown as partially torn down at a vacant DEMIN & WHITE BOUTIQUE AND HOMEWARES.

Hence my comments, "It's unlawful to stick posters up on public buildings and clock towers." (They probably thought I was talking about "I DO SUPPORT SAME SEX MARRIAGE IN GIPPSLAND")

The replied, "Oh Lordy, Lordy Lord."

I quipped, "Yes I AM." (of the Sabbath and which has a code word of opposition saT.U.R.D.ay / toilet and NEO-FASCISM within America)

On my return I said, "You are body fascists and your fat arse wouldn't look good in denim."

The replied, "I look good in anything."

I quipped, "Not in a condom."

I left winning the argument and seizing the day...

Attached are two documents which are a part of my own campaign which *MUST* *NOT* *BE* *PUBLICLY* *RELEASED*. As I was serving the second document upon the "TOWN SQUARE BOUTIQUE"
as evidence which I had intended to submit within CASE NUMBER: H12143475 which had them been adjourned to 13 September, 2017, then to 25 October, 2017 without the Respondent whilst claiming a desire to contest the matter, failed to adhere to Court Orders to accept / lodge evidence thereby seeking to frustrate the application for an intervention / personal safety order. Which was adjourned for it’s contested hearing on 17 January 2017.

I observed (I didn't pay too much attention) a camera crew about to take an interview in front of a DEMONIC (eclipse associated) MURAL and this solar / lunar eclipse symbol with HINH (sino-vietnamese) says it all--THAT WAS A MOST PRECARIOUS PLACE TO BE OF ALL AND I JUST WONDER IF THEY ARE DOING THE GLBTI COMMUNITY ANY FAVOURS AT ALL."

SQUEAL [DIZUM TROLL] PIGGIES (PIGGIES@ABC.COM) [alt.astrology.metapsych, alt.fatty-fuckers, alt.politics.clinton, aus.politics] @ 0957 HOURS ON 9 MARCH 2018: "WHINING FAT BITCHES ON YOUTUBE:

YOUTUBE: "Why Men Hate Fat Women"

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fA3ij7Qx26A>

Nobody likes whining fat bitches. Except blacks.

DOLF @ 1207 HOURS ON 9 MARCH 2018: "MORE KNIGHTS TEMPLAR INTERNATIONAL PROPAGANDIST SUBTERFUGE BY [ANONYMOUS] DIZUM TROLLS

Today I put forward the HYPOTHESIS:

TARGETED POISONING OF KNOWN RUSSIAN SPY IS A #111 - BINDING NORM (NORMA OBLIGANS) AS IMPLEMENTATION STAGE {#1 / #73 SUBSTITUTION} BEING THE RE-INTEGRATION DEPLOYMENT UTILISING TRANSFORMATIONAL HETEROS THEORY OF NUMBER PROTOTYPE.

IT IS MORE PROPERLY A WELL PLANNED FINAL PHASE CONSIDERATION OF SOMEONE ASSOCIATED WITH KNIGHTS TEMPLAR INTERNATIONAL (STATES, RELIGIOUS, SOLDIERS, INSTITUTIONS, ORGANIZATION) THAN ANY INDIVIDUAL STATE OR AGENCY AS HAS BEEN PROPAGANDISED BY SPECULATION MADE OF THE RUSSIANS.
THUS IT IS LIKELY TO BE A CONSIDERATION OF VERY HIGH LEVEL INTERNAL SYSTEM BREACHES MADE IN ASSOCIATION WITH DISCRETE SUBVERSIVE INTER / INTRA NETWORKS AS TRANS-BORDER THAN A SINGLE ORGANIZATIONAL ENTITY OR STATE.

AND IT COULD AS SIMPLE AS 1ST CENTURY APOSTOLIC TRADITIONALIST <jnhickling@ntlworld.com> PROVIDING COORDINATION BY AN ENCYCLICAL TIMING MECHANISM AS AN UNIVERSE OF DISCOURSE BETWEEN AGENT PROVOCATEURS...

DOLF @ 1624 HOURS ON 8 MARCH 2018: "WHAT’S THIS ONE FOR:

1 - Daily Bible Readings?

The first year CELEBRATION after your fascist CHRISTADELPHIAN crusade as CONTEMPT for CROWN and STATE?

Answer the question...

WOULD YOU GO TO BIBLE CLASSES TAUGHT BY ADOLF HITLER WHO SIMILARLY ADVOCATED A *SPONTANEOUS* *RETURN* *TO* *THE* 1ST CENTURY *TRADITIONS* *OF* *ANCIENT* *ROME* {strength} WHICH MURDERED CHRIST AND APOSTLES ALIKE.

Shortly thereafter the British Press were conveying an alleged association between the ORGANIZATION which generated the anti-Trump smear dossier and the former Russian Spy who was poisoned."

GRAHAM COOPER (GRAHAMCOOPER7@GMAIL.COM) @ 0052 HOURS ON 10 MARCH 2018: "Whining fat Bitches on the Web [...]"

BRUCE S (BRUCES42@HOTMAIL.COM) @ 0948 HOURS ON 10 MARCH 2018: "Apparently he thought they looked like pecs, and that made him look more like Hercules. What he missed is the essential difference between muscle and fat.

It could have been purely random, but once he selected her, his focus was unwavering, despite her best efforts to dissuade him."

DOLF @ 0109 HOURS ON 10 MARCH 2018: "FEIGNING
INSANITY AND GIVING MATERIAL SUPPORT TO SUBVERSIVE / TERRORIST ACTS BY GREASING THE TRACKS WITH OTHER OPERATIVES:

BDK (CONTROL@WORLDCONTROL.COM)
GOVERNMENT SHILL #2 (GOV.SHILL@GMAIL.COM)
BRUCE S (BRUCES42@HOTMAIL.COM)
PETER (NOEMAIL@PIGPOND.COM)

IS ONCE AGAIN NOTED.

**YOUTUBE:** “GREASE IS THE WORD”

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u9Wr-yekQTU>"

**DOLF @ 1837 HOURS ON 9 MARCH 2018:** "MEERKAT GUIDE TO MANAGING FLYSTRIKE ON WETHERED SHEEP

— VOODOO HOODOO —

“ALEXANDER IS DONE...
SERGEI HAD HIS DAY.
WILL MAIYA BE NEXT?
FLY STRIKE MAGGOTRY.

EACH AND EVERYONE.
ALL GONE THIS WAY.
ENDED BY A PRETEXT.
VOODOO OF IDOLATRY.”

**YOUTUBE:** “Compare The Meerkat - Commercial 26 (Alexsandr & Sergei Sing) (HD)”

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KfTsTvP93LU>

Wethers (ie. castrated) are less aggressive than rams:

**YOUTUBE:** "Compare the Meerkat - Advert 55 (It's Either Me Or He)"

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2dCUyLDtyQk>

'Preventing flystrike is more economical than treating it. Short term management tools such as *strategic* *chemical* *application*,
*crutching* and shearing, and controlling worms and *dags* will be beneficial in the short term, whilst producers looking for a longer term solution should investigate genetic options such as *breeding* for reduced *dags* and *wrinkle*.

YOUTUBE: "Sheep baa-ing"

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5w0Vzf0b5M>

PICK WHICH IS APPL[-]ES AS THAT IS 'I' AND THE END OF THEE:

1) But what complaint can a senile impotent prick, a dag festering arsehole and a coward with no balls ('wethered') that you are--by hiding under a cloak of anonymity, when you can only bleat (ie. speak or complain in a weak, querulous, or foolish way) as an onomatopoeia.

2) As you are without any *foundation* and have the moral scruples of a dag festering ANAL-SADISTIC (ie. displaying abnormal aggressive and destructive tendencies supposedly caused by fixation at the anal stage of development) MAGGOT--anti-semitic that you are.

3) That the dag *festering* ANAL-SADISTIC (ie. displaying abnormal aggressive and destructive tendencies supposedly caused by fixation at the anal stage of development) maggot Roman Catholic street protesters can now eat shit (an exclamation expressing anger or contempt for, or rejection of, someone) and f@ck off.

YOUTUBE: “Meerkat Duet”

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RotuMtW25Q0>

KERNEL DON JUAN: "I REMEMBER THAT I USED TO PISS OFF RACHEL:

I enjoyed teasing her all the time with my provocative tongue.

Any thoughts on that?"

DOLF: "*TRUTH* *CONTENT* *IS* *UNDETECTED*"

KERNEL DON JUAN: "A QUESTION FOR YOU GIRLS OUT THERE:
If you were a woman in a man's body for a day, what would you do?
I mean, really."

SIR GREG [DRUG LORD] HALL ESQ: "Were I a woman in a man's body for a day, I would spend the entire day thinking deep and logical thoughts as that is something no woman in a woman's body can ever do."

MUSCLEMAN73 (MUSCLEMAN73ANDAHALF@GMAIL.COM): "NOTES: RACHEL, uses the same write print as DOLF
I DIDN'T GIVE UP *SEX*!
I *TOLD* YOU! I *KEPT* MY HONOUR! WHAT ARE YOU, *STUPID* OR SOMETHING?
NOTEWORTHY: The subtle overuse of * on either side of words and Uppercase Letters for emphasis.
CONCLUSION: Rachel and DOLF are the same Trolls."

DOLF: "Oh so you are subjecting me to machine analysis as weapons accompanying your hate speech as dehumanising conduct being crimes against humanity and of a war crime as to be constituting treason.
Rachel is a demented Jewish princess with a *SNAKE* collection.
Doesn't she also engaged within that same sexual fetish of NECROPHILIA AMERICAN?
A dry c@nt who sleeps with a gun or three and has even threatened bloody violence against me.
Such psychosis ought to be sufficient for involuntary psychiatric admission."

YOUTUBE: "African Safari Oleg"
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ezYfujKJsxQ>

RACHEL [COCKROACH] (RACHBL71@GMAIL.COM) BEN LEVI
@ 0701 HOURS ON 9 MARCH 2018: "ARE YOU grouchy today?"

[YouTube] "The Meerkat - Fall In Love With MAIYA!"

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LSH4-DBxYdA]

DOLF @ 0718 HOURS ON 9 MARCH 2018: "ARE YOU A SPY?
DOES THAT PUBLIC QUESTION MAKE YOU UNHAPPY?"

RACHEL [COCKROACH] (RACHBL71@GMAIL.COM) BEN LEVI
@ 0701 HOURS ON 9 MARCH 2018: "i'm lonely :(

i miss my boo boo"

DOLF @ 1213 HOURS ON 9 MARCH 2018: "Yes you did pass on [various] scenarios to me by private email, perhaps improperly thinking I was part of your network."

JANITHOR (JANITHOR@COMCAST.NET) @ 0859 HOURS ON 9 MARCH 2018: "VINDICATING THE VAGINA:

Only a phagg would describe vaginas with such disgust."

DOLF @ 0908 HOURS ON 9 MARCH 2018: "Only a neo-fascist as human excreta would engage within relabelling and subterfuge by making such a derogatory and untrue depiction of gay men's empathy and affection for women and not to consider their mothers scornfully as if they possessed a self-inherent virtue.

Go to hell you fascist T.U.R.D. FOAD SCUM."

JANITHOR (JANITHOR@COMCAST.NET) @ 0925 HOURS ON 9 MARCH 2018: "It's a joke, dude, lighten up."

DOLF @ 1201 HOURS ON 9 MARCH 2018: "Oh so now you are claiming it's only a joke and that I ought to lighten up as if I had the problem.

But I see no public apology,

[YouTube]: “HEROES (BOWIE)”
Just like your father you are a pathetic apologist joke for a depraved and unaccountable humanity."

**DOLF @ 1411 HOURS ON 9 MARCH 2018:** "Just what do you think I am? Here is a clue. I’m no c@nt! Now that was a joke. Yours was limp dick as a fanny by comparison."

**RACHEL [COCKROACH] (RACHBL71@GMAIL.COM) BEN LEVI @ 1431 HOURS ON 9 MARCH 2018:** "Would that be an American or Australian fanny?"

**DEBBIE SHIPP @ 1906 HRS ON 8 MARCH 2018:** "It's not something that an electrician usually finds on the daily job list.

But former wildlife handler-turned electrician Brydie Maro took it all in her stride when one of her customers asked if she could come and help with a massive python hiding under the house - after it had eaten the family cat.

Video of the capture on Brydie's Facebook page shows her extracting the eight-kilogram reptile from its hiding place.

"It's a good size *SNAKE*," Brydie says as she calmly wrangles the enormous scrub python out from under the house in Mossman, Far North Queensland.

"It's a female that one."

Then, as the camera focuses on a massive bulge in the *SNAKE'S* stomach, she adds: "UNFORTUNATELY, THAT'S THE CAT." [<https://m.chinchillanews.com.au/news/unfortunately-thats-the-cat-electrician-catches-py/3356155/>]

**DOLF:** "She f@cks anything with 2 legs."
I'm an Indigenous Dutch Australian who lives on the other side of the world.

We are protected flora and fauna.

She likes men in green hats and all.

I suggest you apologise for your defamation as a whore of Babylon who has described herself as my enemy with nothing to lose.

How desperate is that?"

MICHAEL CHRIST: "You are no longer within the scope of my priorities...

You made that choice, Dolf."

DOLF: "Pucker up!"

ROD [FASCIST CATHOLIC] KUMAR 🐹 SABI@GMAIL.COM) EASTMAN: "Not getting your share of attention, Doof?"

MICHAEL CHRIST: "Obviously not. :-).

He's got a hard on at the moment.

Don't know why?"

— HOMO ERECTUS —

"SUCH LOAD OF WADDLE. THE TRUTH JUST BEGS. OVER DUCKING TWADDLE. VENOM POSTURING DREGS. WHAT CAN YOU SADDLE? WITH ONLY FROGS 🐸 LEGS."

DOLF: "Just how much can a duck take?"

MICHAEL CHRIST: "How did he get turned on, [by] me saying [that] I had a wife?"

DOLF: "I was so appalled that my recklessness was a futility of
purpose.

Much like Australian lawyers and judges.

But that pales into inconsequentiality compared to my justifiable hatred of the Victoria Police as they like Americans and Russians don’t take any queues to reconcile.

Is that now egg on your face?

On the basis of that I have just proffered an opinion on the creating of a concordant between the Vatican and UK / OZ.

Now given that fact of MIND you ought withdraw your offensive remark."

— HAIL MARYS —

"MARCHING TO SION.
TRYING TO GET WELL.
HAIL MARY PION.
ORGANS THAT SWELL.

WANTING TO CONFESS.
SADISM OF THE NUNS.
PRIESTS WHO BLESS.
FORGIVE NIGHTLY SINS."

**YOUTUBE:** “Jackie Legs and the Animals Talk”

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SKpmk4m6IIM>

**DOLF @ 0213 HOURS ON 15 JUNE 2017:** "ISLAMIC EXTREMISTS WITH GOD KNOWS WHAT SERPENT'S VENOM:

I want to make a comment on BROILJAB as a weapon of urban terrorism from four perspectives relating to urgent issues as a national requirement for harm minimisation:

a) AMORALITY AS MASQUERADED PIETY WHICH IS CRIMINALITY AND ITS INDECENCY TOWARDS THE DIGNITY OF THE PERSON:

- AFGHANISTAN TALIBAN WITH HEROIN;
- COLUMBIAN CATHOLIC MAFIA WITH SUBSTITUTION:
MICHAEL CHRIST: "Sorry, Dolf, at present you are not the centre of attention.

And as such, not a priority.

Know what I mean? :-)."

So concerned over the instance of the Taliban as the evolutionary event of hanging dogs up in a tree as cruel and absence of any humane prototype, that I then sought to convey my observation to Christopher Cowan (now deceased) as author of 'Spiral Dynamics: Mastering Values, Leadership, Change' as the view of there being a potential that these illicit recreational drugs could themselves become a method of intentional killing civilians as barbaric war crime.

He took my concerns directly to the American CIA and advised me of such undertaking.

Given recent VALIUM and GHB events within Australia, I think it is urgent to now speak up.

— NOW I SEE? —

"YOU'RE NOT AXIS MUNDI.
CENTRE OF AFFECTION.
PLAIN AS IT'S MONDAY.
YOUR BANAL REFLECTION.

ONE THING IS CLEAR.
DRESSED UP WITH BUNT.
THE MIRROR TO PEER.
YOUR WIFE HAS A C@NT."

b) Whilst I am aware of very few local events of C@NT BUNT which are mostly likely economic opportunism. The recent GHB / VALIUM events are far more sinister and exhibited a pervasiveness of organised crime which has command and control concerning over which they believe are invisible and untouchable from the law.

SIR GREG [DRUG LORD] HALL ESQ: "Emmett's gonna be happy when he finds out I have been keeping his name in the spotlight after you and Renee tried so hard to shut him up."
He will be laughing his ass off that you FAILED to keep his opinions off Usenet."

**DOLF:** "I'VE INCLUDED THIS 'IN VALIUM [LATIN] *FOR* **A** *WEIGHT* *REDUCTION* **DRUG**' AS THE IDEA OF BRAND SUBSTITUTION NARRATIVE WITH CATHOLIC COLUMBIAN MAFIA DRUG LORDS AS INTENTIONED JUICING UP GHB TO MAIM PERSONS AND THE AUTHORING OF A WE:

'SAY NAY TO C@NT BUNT'

MANTRA SO AS TO INCITE FEAR IN THE SUPPORT OF 'PILL TESTING' AS PRIORITY EMPHASIS ON HARM MINIMISATION RATHER THAN VICTIMISATION BY USE."

c) That I have had a bacterial brain infection as cryptococcal meningitis acquired from pigeon faeces in Elizabeth St (yes in our street) which required 6 weeks hospitalisation.

If organised crime (TRIAD or otherwise) can infiltrate a pharmaceutical company, well then *WE* **MUST** **MAKE** **SURE** **THAT** **PLACES** **AT** **RISK** **SUCH** **A** **STATE** **ORGANISATIONS** **LIKE** **THE** **CSIRO** **WHICH** **MAY** **HAVE** **ACCESS** **TO** **SUCH** **BIOLOGICAL** **COMPONENTS**, **OUGHT** **TO** **CONDUCT** **REVIEWS** **OF** **THEIR** **PERSONNEL** **AND** **REGIMES** **OF** **SECURITY**."  

d) One further point I wish to make, is to foster a culture of multi-vitamin consumption as not a substitute for any lack of a proper diet.

But to put forth the hypothesis that disease and adverse effects of recreational drug if there is any use, such as psychiatric events, but not limited to that, might possibly BE reduced in its severity by avoiding nutrient (as vitamins/minerals) DEFICIENCY.

If you aren't taking a vitamin pill--think twice about taking any recreational drugs.

— ARSE BANDITS —

"YEAH BROILJAB
I imagine [that] the [Russians] are laughing so hard, yet they would not [be] incontinent like you are [excepting according to media reports @ 0926 HOURS (AEDT) ON 6 MARCH 2018 for the {

Y-M-T-A IDEA: #231 as #1, #20, #10, #200 = nakar (H5234):
{#31 as #231} 1) to recognise, acknowledge, know, respect, discern, regard; 2) to act or treat as foreign or strange, disguise, misconstrue;
1a) (Niphal) to be recognised; 1b) (Piel) to regard; 1c) (Hiphil); 1c1) to regard, observe, pay attention to, pay regard to, notice; 1c2) *TO*
*RECOGNISE* (*AS* *FORMERLY* *KNOWN*), *PERCEIVE*; 1c3) to be willing to recognise or acknowledge, acknowledge with honour;
1c4) to be acquainted with; 1c5) to distinguish, understand; 1d) (Hithpael) to make oneself known; 2a) (Niphal) to disguise oneself; 2b) (Piel);
2b1) to treat as foreign (profane); 2b2) to misconstrue; 2c) (Hithpael); 2c1) *TO* *ACT* *AS* *ALIEN*; 2c2) to disguise oneself;

YOUTUBE: "Compare the Meerkat - Advert 54 (Hot Date)"

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eEmtF_jPnYQ>

} *FORMER* *RUSSIAN* *SPY* Sergei Skripal, aged 66 years old and woman in 30s found unconscious on bench within a Salisbury shopping centre and whom are critically ill in United Kingdom 'after exposure to an unknown substance'], but so overcome with euphoric agreement that they’d be paralytic as if by stupor they were drunk on vodka—the toll would be greater than World War II."

YOUTUBE: "Donald Trump Meets Sergeant Schultz"

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=whH4utd0YRA>

DOLF @ 0634 HOURS ON 5 MARCH 2018: "I’m still under the effects of an herbal sleeping pill.

But there is at least a reply for each of my missives.

I want to hear you howl some more hyenas."

— HEY GIBLET —
"DANG YOU SH@THOLE
A CAPED CRUSADER.
MEATHEAD PARASOL.
MY SPACE INVADER.

HYENAS EACH ONE.
ON A PICNIC TREAT.
CONGREGATING FUN.
GROWLING CONCEIT.

YOU’RE NO TROJAN.
JUST TURKEY ARSE.
A FORAGING BOGAN.
FEVERISH FOR FARCE.”

YOUTUBE: "Hyena sounds"

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IPaK63AepDQ>

DOLF @ 0834 HOURS ON 3 MARCH 2018: "It is most improper that my life ought to be judged as so unmeritorious by just a growling hyena.

Such prudence ought only be left to one's peers.

I do believe that all the factual characterisations which I have prudently made within this epistle have come to fruition within news media reports concerning equivalent violent events which have occurred overnight and after my considerations made.

Thus suggesting a rationality on my part and cogent coherence which has temporal connectivity of a person living within the context of reality.

Is that a spot which has suddenly appeared on UK parliamentarian Boris Johnson's nose?"


<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HEXWRTEbj1I>

MARTIN BOULTON (SYDNEY MORNING HERALD) @ 0907 HOURS ON 6 MARCH 2018: "'It's an honour to add a permanent 3D element that pays tribute to a great Australian rock'n'roll band and its lead singer, Bon Scott, but also to music in general,' Makatron said. 'Thanks to all, especially the vision of James Young of Cherry Bar, who instigated the idea and grant application with Creative Victoria.'

Unveiled today, the three-metre by two-metre metal and plaster sculpture
coming out of the Cherry Bar brick *WALL* and looking down upon AC/DC Lane Melbourne is rendered with concrete and was supported through the state government's Rockin' the Laneways funding program. AC/DC Lane was officially opened in October, 2004, by former lord mayor John So, who said "let us rock" as the city's most rocking street sign was revealed.


AFRIKAANERS STRIKE AGAIN (TERRIBLE DEATH TOLL - PENDING [*SERIOCOMIC*])

ABC NEWS ON 4 MARCH 2018: "POPE DECLARES NEW FEAST DAY DEVOTED TO THE VIRGIN MARY: "We want the MARION statue (erected on Patrick’s Travesty Day 17 March 2017) removed from the [Queen] Victoria Gardens and for Cardinal George Pell to be indicted for treason and theft of Intellectual Property entitlement under the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (USA) as matters arising from unlawful refusal of Communion which occurred at Saint Patricks Cathedral, East Melbourne on the Pentecost Sunday Mass as the dates of 31 May, 1998 {the day upon which we celebrate our COMMONWEALTH’s Boer War / ANZAC tradition} and 21 June, 2000 {eclipse the year following and 21 August 1914 / 2017}.

<http://abcnews.go.com/Lifestyle/wireStory/pope-declares-feast-day-devoted-virgin-mary-53486036>
It's good to see that you are finally waking up to yourselves and realising trooping the colours alone isn’t sufficient to preserve the British Empire.

It’s very disappointing to know that the Boer War Memorial Remembrance service held on nearest Sunday to 31 May which is the proper starting point as recognition to the ANZAC tradition and not 1914 was only adopted in 2010 and that the Governor General only unveiled a statue in 2017.

You nearly allowed the Roman Catholic Vatican City State to WHITE ANT the Commonwealth and against which I have tirelessly laboured over 20 years so to do otherwise.

And never a word of gratitude or praise.

I meant no disrespect by my earlier comments but to firstly highlight the contempt of others for the principles of the CROWN and the STATE.

POLICE OBJECTIONS TO WAR MEMORIAL DESECRATION
At the time of my arrest opposite the BOER WAR MEMORIAL upon 11 November 2017 the treasurer to the RSL SALE failed to disclose a direct question as to “Whether he was a member of the Knights Templar International?”

Such a refusal was made within the presence of an Inspector of Police and is an explicit breach of SECTION 9A(2):—

A person who—

(a) receives or assists another person who is to his knowledge guilty of treason in order to enable him to escape punishment; or

(b) knowing that a person intends to commit treason, does not give information thereof with all reasonable despatch to a constable or use other reasonable endeavours to prevent the commission of the offence—
shall be guilty of an indictable offence.

Penalty: Level 3 imprisonment (20 years maximum).”

As the Knights Templar International has been shown as proven to be an unlawful foreign power associated to my complaint made to police on 19 March 2017 such refusal to answer a pertinent question amounts to treason in the circumstances where the Treasurer to the RSL Sale is either a member of such a group or knows of any such persons whom are a member of the group as an alleged unlawful foreign power.

Additionally I will be pursuing a $154 million defamation and damages claim for such millennium persecution as being specifically targeted by the Roman Catholic Church since associated to refusal of Communion by Archbishop George Pell on Pentecost Sunday of May 1998 and June 2000.

Furthermore it will be alleged that my several neighbours against which an application for an Intervention and Personal Safety Order was made and expressly detailed therein before the Sale Magistrates Court on 1 August 2017 are directly or indirectly associates of the Sale / Maffra ‘8’ Ball Snooker Club and have been directly involved (as photographed) within previous instances of war memorial desecration and the despoiling of the pleasant amenity, criminal acts, jingoistic slander, stalking, assault occasioning bodily harm and the making of false reports to police and perjury before the magistrates court in the vexatious application for Intervention and personal safety orders on knowingly false and defamatory grounds so as to “receive assists another person who is to his knowledge guilty of treason in order to enable him to escape punishment” which is also explicit conduct that is prohibited under Section 9A 2(a) of the specific ACT.

I object ever so strongly to the Sale Magistrate’s courts continuous perverse rulings and particularly so over my unlawful and persecutory Remembrance Day Arrest over alleged breaches of an improper application for an Intervention and Personal Safety Order made upon the insubstantial and perjured testimony of RSL (Catholic / Knights Templar International) associates being mischievous over continuing and reasonable objections made on 17 March 2017 as a substituted ethic imposed upon our War Dead reported as seditious acts to a constable of police in accordance with Section 9A (Treason) of the Crimes Act of Victoria (1958) which places a clear onus of accountability upon those other parties.

As a habitual lack of justice within this country against which I have now an escalation of non-retractable hatred as infraction of cultural sensibilities, values and belief that I am going to seek legal advice after
the holiday break so as to exhume my parents graves, cremate them and return their remains to Amsterdam.

It ought to have a great priority by the courts and accordingly I am not ever going to let the COMMONWEALTH and its people have any clear conscience over such wanton travesty of justice and my patience for you has forever gone.

**YOUTUBE:** "Gotye - Somebody That I Used To Know (feat. Kimbra)"

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8UVNT4wvIGY>

May it be upon your conscience until the day you die and hang as a pall of travesty upon the nation's memorials.

**YOUTUBE:** "Where Have All The Flowers Gone?"

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZgXNVA9ngx8>

Do you have any conscience whatsoever for such unrepentant evil: "Gordon Brown has praised Catholicism for often being the 'conscience of the nation' as the three party leaders addressed faith in the runup to the general election." [Guardian 1 April 2010]

<https://www.theguardian.com/uk/2010/apr/01/gordon-brown-catholics-uk-conscience>

**FALSE PROPAGANDA ABOUT ANZAC IDENTITY AND THE BOER WAR MEMORIAL COMMEMORATIONS HELD ON SUNDAY AND NOT SATURDAY EVENTS:**

But I do have only an informal self educated experience within metaphysical / metempirical thought as the realm where the architecture of the document most successfully belongs so as to facilitate process with them temporal.

— RACHEL WEEPING —

"*GORDON* IS MY ROCK,
I SO LOVE DILDO {{vulgar slang} a stupid or ridiculous person} GRANITE.
PEOPLE NOW CIRCLE THE BLOCK,
JUST TO LOOK AT JANET {God is merciful}."

**YOUTUBE:** "[OFFICIAL VIDEO] Bohemian Rhapsody – Pentatonix"

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oJrj2JK5oCI>
[IMAGES: @ (TOP LEFT) 1058 HOURS ON 17 MARCH 2017: FUNERAL RIGHTS AND CELEBRATING THE DEATH OF A STATE AS PLAQUE INSTALLATION @ (TOP RIGHT) 1510 HOURS ON 8 JUNE 2017 {#413 as #1, #30, #10, #300, #2, #70 = n. God of Oath, Elizabeth / #383 as #3, #300, #80 = To stroke, caress; / #30, #300, #2, #6, #70, #5 = shebuw`ah (H7621): {#6 as #383} 1) *OATH*, *CURSE*; 1a) oath; 1a1) attesting of innocence; 1a2) curse; 1b) oath (of Jehovah)} BY A CONTRIVED SAINT ANDREWS CAUSE CÉLÈBRE IMPOSITION OBSERVED @ 1153 HOURS ON 10 JUNE 2017 (SHOWN BOTTOM LEFT / RIGHT) BEING MADE UPON THE BOER WAR MEMORIAL AS THE ONLY SUBJECTIVE MEMORIAL OCCASION.

THE QUESTION I WOULD ASK, GIVEN WELLINGTON SHIRE COUNCIL'S CLEAR AND STUBBORN REFUSAL TO CLARIFY THEIR BELLICOSE JINGOIST CONDUCT, WHICH BEGAN ON SATURDAY 8 OCTOBER 2016 AND SYDNEY GLBTI COMMUNITY MARDI GRAS ON SATURDAY 4 MARCH 2017 AS THE INTENTIONED IMPOSING OF A SUBSTITUTED VIRTUE UPON OUR ANZAC TRADITION:

IF IT WAS SO CLEARLY A NON SUBSTITUTED VIRTUE AND NOT A PERVERSION OF STATE AUTHORITY AND SOVEREIGNTY YOU WOULD BE CAPABLE OF AN ANSWER FOR YOUR ACTIONS, BUT ALAS I CAN FIND NO OTHER MEDIA REPORTS OF ANY SUCH TOWN HALL ASSEMBLAGES FOR THAT GIVEN DATE—CAN YOU ASSIST IN THAT REGARD?

IT'S GOING TO COURT ON THE 12 APRIL, 2017

GORDON (noun):
* from the marshes {#100 as #6, #1, #3, #40, #10, #40 = 'agam (H98): {#0 as #44} 1) pool, troubled pool; 1a) troubled or muddy (gloomy) pools, marshes; 1b) any pool, pond; 1c) swamp reeds, reeds, rush(es)
* #46 as #40, #3, #2, #1 = gebe (H1360): {#4 as #6} 1) *cistern*, *pool*; 1a) *cistern*; 1b) *pool*, *marsh*;
* #46 as #6, #3, #7, #30 = gezel (H1499): {#5 as #40} 1) *robbery*, *plunder*;
* s[c/k]eptic narcissistic swampy pool
The London Scottish (1900-1902) was a Volunteer infantry regiment of the British Army. Formerly a regiment, the unit is now 'A' (London Scottish) Company of the London Regiment and [this alleged tribute made by a foreign power] is not associated with either the later Flanders field poppy of World War I nor Australian Boer War as ANZAC troops to which the Shrine is representative.

However as a matter of travesty over historical revisionism of our ANZAC tradition as the forgotten of our war dead, the Boer War Day commemorates the first war in which Australia fought as a nation. In 1899 NSW Lancers were the first to join in this war followed by all of the other colonies and after Federation in 1901 Australian units. *THE* *BOER* *WAR* *WAS* *ALSO* *THE* *FIRST* *WAR* *IN* *WHICH* *AUSTRALIANS* *FOUGHT* *ALONGSIDE* *NEW* *ZEALANDERS*. 31 May is the anniversary of the signing of the Treaty of Vereeniging (PRON: Ver-en-ig-in) that ended the South African War in 1902. Boer War Day itself is held on the Sunday before 31 May to enable working people to attend.

Let me explain that to you in relation to advice given to our Prime Minister (with whom I have previously corresponded over Jewish Holocaust issues and he had the self same day taken suitable action) who is later today to sign an agreement with Israel:

"On the PROPAGANDIST consideration that: Battle of Beersheba 'should be the cornerstone of Australia's identity'


No the Boer War is the cornerstone of Australian identity as ethos of "OBEDIENT, AIDING AND ASSISTING" and we reject CATEGORICALLY your unreasoned disloyalty by INTELLECTUAL assent given to Foreign Powers {ie. especially Irish, Scottish, RSL / Freemasonry / Roman Catholic Saint Andrews Cause Célèbre} as all unconscionable attempts to impose a substituted ethic @5 against the INTELLECTUS AS GENITIVE VOLUNTĀTUS whether by NEGLECT or forced WILL upon our War Dead and to usurp @1 the Sovereignty embodied within the Governor General as ANTHROPOIC COSMOLOGICAL PRINCIPLE.

Such a statement of value [as demonstrated by the inclusion of the State of Israel's flag amongst the calvary of cavalry as 100 year anniversary re-enactment of the Battle of Beersheba] is a priori, not mantric as dogma, requires no apologetics and proffers the utmost tactical, endearing and enduring advantage for posterity as prosperity...

#1 - Captain James Cook wrote in a journal on 22 August 1770 of
his discovery as the east coast of Australia: "[Since I] may land no more upon this eastern coast of New Holland, and on the western side I can make no new discovery the honour of which belongs to the Dutch navigators and as such they may lay claim to it as their property."

#2 - Solar Eclipse: 21 August 1914 [During World War I: 28 July 1914 to 11 November 1918]

#3 - Refusal of Communion and Solar Eclipse: I have ascertained in accordance with my deliberate protest of conscience and arrest made upon Saturday 21 August 1999 and earlier evidence which was tendered at the extra-ordinary Victorian Civil Administrative Tribunal (VCAT) hearing of 7 December 2001, that the Roman Catholic refusal of communion perpetuated by then Archbishop George PELL at Saint Patricks Cathedral Melbourne upon according to their ecclesiastic traditions Pentecost Sunday of 31 May 1998 and 21 June 2000 is then associated to an eclipse occurring upon the following year of 21 June 2001.

#4 - Solar Eclipse: 21 (UTC) / 22 August 2017 (AEST)

This suspected eclipse treason {#41, #320, @1 / @5, and #308} plot as Saint Andrews / {Sino-Vietnamese: NIHN} cause célèbre sedition perpetuated by Vietnam Veterans / Returned Services League {RSL} / Freemasons {Knights Templar International} / Roman Catholic Church et al religious / state / organisation entities has been foiled.
[IMAGE: MORPHOLOGICAL SYM-BULIMIA as Non-Fascist Knights Templar {shown top} / Fascist Knights Templar {shown bottom} AS IMPETUS (#390 as 1, #100, #80, #1, #3, #5, #200 = harpax (G727): {#11 as #242} 1) rapacious, ravenous; 2) a extortioner, a robber}]

And which in my view singularly impugns them as associated to this organised criminal globalist activity as Saint Andrews cause célèbre sedition as will to impose a @5 - substituted #PHALLUS ethic upon our BOER / ANZAC tradition and to USURP the @1 - GOVERNOR GENERAL as our Sovereign Authority."

YOUTUBE: “Breaker Morant”

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BI7KJnRlsS4>

*SERIOCOMIC* (adjective):
- partly serious and partly comic: a seriocomic play.
- Word of the Day for 4 March 2018; Courtesy: www.dictionary.com

QUOTES:
'Suddenly, here toward the year's end, when the new films are plunging toward the wire and the prospects of an Oscar-worthy long shot coming through get progressively more dim, there sweeps ahead a film that is not only one of the best of the year, but also one of the best seriocomic social satires we've had from Hollywood since Preston Sturges was making them.' [Bosley Crowther, "The Graduate," New York Times, December 22, 1967]

'Jonesy had seen representations of him on a hundred "weird mysteries" TV shows, on the front pages of a thousand tabloid newspapers (the kind that shouted their serio-comic horrors at you as you stood prisoner in the supermarket checkout lanes) ...' [Stephen King, Dreamcatcher, 2001]

ORIGIN:
Seriocomic was first recorded in 1775-85. It links the words serious and comic with -o-, the typical ending of the first element of compounds of Greek origin, often used in English as a connective irrespective of etymology.

If they can’t show a proper respect to Sovereign Principles of the Crown such as justice (ie. DIEU ET MON DROIT is the motto of the British Sovereign and the Judiciary or of religious belief in MELCHIZEDEK as king
of justice) which is associated to Queen Victoria’s Letters Patent of 17 September 1900 as my area of expertise being a person of Dutch heritage and its impact upon our World War I Centenary and to say nothing of World War II.

**SEE ALSO:** INVALIDATING* *THE* *ORTHODOX* *AND* *ROMAN* *CATHOLIC* *CHURCH’S* *CLAIM* *TO* *JUBILEE2000* *BEING* *DELUSIONAL* *AND* *FRAUDULENT*

Private Street on the edge of the Central Business District dated 16th May, 2000 - This report is prepared in response to a TP00/55 as a Notice of an Application for Planning Permit


**SEE ALSO:** HYPOSTATIS AS DAO OF NATURE (Chinese: ZIRAN) / COURSE (Greek: TROCHOS) OF NATURE (Greek: GENESIS) [James 3:6]

Chinese HAN Dynasty (206 BCE - 220CE) Hexagon Trigrams to Tetragram assignments proposed by Yang Hsiung (53BCE - 18CE) which by 4BCE (translation published within English as first European language in 1993), first appeared in draft form as a meta-thesis titled T'AI HSUAN CHING {ie. Canon of Supreme Mystery} on Natural Divination associated with the theory of number, annual seasonal chronology and astrology reliant upon the seven visible planets as cosmological mother image and the zodiac.

It shows the ZIRAN as the DAO OF NATURE / COURSE-trochos OF NATURE-genesis [James 3:6] as HYPOSTATIS comprising #81 trinomial tetragrammaton x 4.5 day = #364.5 day / year as HOMOIOS THEORY OF NUMBER which is an amalgam of the 64 hexagrams as binomial trigrams / 81 as trinomial tetragrammaton rather than its encapsulated contrived use as the microcosm to redefine the macrocosm as the quintessence of the Pythagorean [Babylonian] as binomial canon of transposition as HETEROS THEORY OF NUMBER.

<http://www.grapple369.com/nature.html>

The Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities No. 43 of Act 2006 defines a "PERSON MEANS A HUMAN BEING” and the question is, if it is permissible to extend this definition to be a "PERSON MEANS A HUMAN BEING AS A CONSCIOUS REALITY OF HOMO[iOS] SAPIEN[T] WHO IS INSTANTIATED WITHIN THE TEMPORAL REALITY AS THEN THE CAUSE FOR REASONING AND RATIONALITY."

That my mathematical theoretical noumenon defines the meta-descriptor prototypes which are prerequisite to the BEING of HOMO[iOS] SAPIEN[T] as EXISTENCE.
Now I just corresponded by email with the band KOVAK ...@74promotions.com in relation to the utilising one of their songs in association with this specific chapter titled "IS ANYBODY REAL ANYMORE?" and which was written between 2 - 4 March 2018 as pre-emptive {ie.

We effect a temporal shift and then merge within the instantiation which is reality:

In then knowing the fabric of time itself, we can mimic the cognitive and analytical ability that might occur at any point within time as to be instantiated which in philosophy is of an universal or abstract concept as being represented by an actual example of occurrence.

It's analogous to a MENTAT which is a fictional type of human, presented in Frank Herbert’s science fiction Dune universe. In an interstellar society that fears a resurgence of artificial intelligence and thus prohibits computers, MENTATS are specially trained to mimic the cognitive and analytical ability of electronic computers.

} activism given in support of the GLBTI Community's 40th anniversary Mardi Gras event.

Here pussy pussy.

— AUTONOMOUS HYPOTHETICAL FLUIDITY THEORY —

#1 = Position {#558} as MENTALISM [VIRTUE]: #1 - Will, free will, choice / Remember the Sabbath Day
#2 = Poise {#244} / Pause {#476} as CORRESPONDENCE [TOOL]: #2 - desire, inclination / Honour Parents /
#3 = Purpose {#695} as VIBRATION [POSITION]: #3 - disposition towards (something or someone) / Do Not Kill
#4 = Process {#428} as POLARITY [TIME / CENTRE]: #4 - favour, affection / Do Not Commit Adultery (ie. Avoid Heteronomy Against Autonomy)
#5 = Pairing {#236} / DISCRIMINATING NORM (HUMAN NATURE) of RHYTHM or CANON: #5 - last will, testament / Do Not Steal
#6 = Perspicacity {#1260} / BINDING NORM (NORMA OBLIGANS) as CAUSE AND EFFECT [IMPLEMENTATION]: #6 - goal, object, purpose, intention / Do Not Bear False Witness
#7 = Probability {#1173} / Prosperous {945} / MANIFESTING NORM (NORMA DENUNTIANIS) as as ENGENDERING / ENUMERATE [LIMIT]: #7 - signification, import / Do Not Covet [LATIN definition: VOLUNTĀTIS]

#8 = Propriety {#1294} / TRANSFORMATIVE PROTOTYPE as PROTOCOL
SELECTION: #1 - unwillingness
#9 = Persona {#376} / AUTONOMOUS PARADIGM as MIRRORED
AUTONOMOUS PROTOTYPE OF EACH OTHER'S SOVEREIGN AUTONOMY:
#2 - ill will, negative disposition (toward something) [LATIN definition: NOLUNTĀTIS]

YOUTUBE: "Om 108 Times - Music for Yoga & Meditation"

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a29jzOHwwq0>

#10 / #10 = Totality of Nature {#7 - Engendering Nature} / SOVEREIGNTY
#11 / #8 = Transforming Nature {DOUBLE: #4 - Nature Amended in it's Nature {#7 - Engendering Nature}} / GOVERNMENT & NON-GOVERNMENT ORGANISATIONS
#12 / #9 = Autonomous Nature / GENERAL POPULACE

— RACHEL {WETHERED SHEEP} MAKES A PLEA —

"NOW WAIT A TICK. {#1}
YOU'RE DRIBBLING. {#2}
WHY THE SHTICK. {#3}
ENDLESS QUIBLING. {#4}

O'ER THE PUERILE. {#5}
IMPISH LIMP STICK. {#6}
PRISSY LOATH'G BILE. {#7}
CEASELESS BRICK. {#8}

INSANE PUSSY CALLS. {#9}
BY A SENILE PRICK. {#10}
WITHOUT ANY BALLS. {#11}
MY FANNY LICK." {#12}

I SIMPLY CAN'T FIND WHERE WITHIN GOOGLE ARCHIVES, I HAD YEARS AGO WRITTEN A PUBLIC RECORD OF THIS COMING DAY WHICH WAS UNDERTAKEN AS A CLEVER SABBATH DAY INTERVENTION BY A PETITION (I know that its there somewhere, as I've done an analysis of it subsequent) AS PROTEST MADE OUTSIDE THE SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH.

— STUBBORN DENIAL —

"OLD KING KOHL.
TWAS SUCH A MATE.
A MERRY OLD SOUL.
NOW *CONFUSTICATE*. 
NO MORE CROISSANT 🍪.
LUNCH FILLET MINION.
HATRED SO POIGNANT.
NOTHING TO PISS ON.

THERE IS NO DENIAL.
SO ANGEL {#474 as #100, #4, #10, #300, #10, #50 = qaddiysh (Aramaic) (H6922): {#6 as #414} 1) holy, separate; 2) (TWOT) angels, saints} CHOIRS SING.
OVER HEAVEN'S TRIAL.
HE HATES NAZI BLING.

THE FRIDGE SITS COLD 🧊.
A LAGER 🍺 CONCEIT FIRES 🔥.
GOODBYE FATHER BOLD.
AND LOVE FRENCH FRIES 🍟."

*CONFUSTICATE*
- [Slang]: to confuse or perplex; bewilder.
- Word of the Day for 20 June 2017; Courtesy: www.dictionary.com

FOREBODING THE BRINGING FORTH OF A *WELTSCHMERZ* {ie. [German]: sorrow that one feels and accepts as one's necessary portion in life; sentimental pessimism; 'pessimism about life,' 1875, from German Weltschmerz, coined 1810 by Jean Paul Richter, from Welt 'world' (see world ) + Schmerz 'pain'; Word for the Day on 31 March 2017; Courtesy: www.dictionary.com{ DAY, THAT WOULD BE CONSEQUENTIAL TO YOUR INHOSPITALITY AS A MONGRELISED PEOPLES, A LACK OF FAIR AND TIMELY JUSTICE, NO CONCERN FOR ANOTHER'S ETHOS AS LIFE VALUES BY A TOTAL LACK, EXCEPT FOR FOOTBALL OF ANY EMPATHETIC AND INCLUSIVE COMMUNITY.

WHERE, I WOULD ZEALOUSLY CHALLENGE MY SIBLINGS IN A COURT OF LAW, FOR THE RIGHT TO EXHUME MY PARENT'S CORPSES, WHEREBY MY FRISIAN MOTHER DIED ON THE EQUINOX OF 23 SEPTEMBER 1985 AND MY DUTCH FATHER DIED ON THE EQUINOX OF 20 MARCH 1976 AND THEN CREMATING THEM FOR THE CONVENIENCE OF THE WANDERING AS THE DEPARTING.

AND AS A CONFRONTATION OVER SACRED COWS BY THE RETURNING OF THEIR ASHES TO AMSTERDAM AS THE CITY WHERE THEY WERE MARRIED.

AS TO INFRACT THE CULTURAL SENSIBILITIES OVER YOU HAVING A HOLOCAUST GUILT.
WHEREBY WE CAME TO ESCAPE THE CONQUISTADORS OF FASCISM AND FOUND YOU JUST THE SAME.

AND CONVEYING YOUR BEING UNWORTHY OF A 'SON'S SACRIFICE'. BY THE POURING OUT THEIR ASHES INTO THE KEIZERSGRACHT ('EMPERORS / CAESER'S CANAL), NEAR THE HISTORIC HOMO MONUMENT AS A MEMORIAL SITUATED AT THE WESTERKERK CHURCH IN THE CENTRE OF AMSTERDAM. WHICH COMMEMORATES ALL GAY MEN AND LESBIANS WHO HAVE BEEN SUBJECTED TO PERSECUTION BECAUSE OF THEIR HOMOSEXUALITY

THE LAST PERSON TO BE HUNG FOR SODOMY IN AMSTERDAM OCCURRED IN 1765 AND WHILST SUCH CRIMINALISED ACTS OCCURRED UPON DUTCH SHIPS AND WERE PROSECUTED THERE WAS THEREAFTER A DEGREE OF CULTURAL PERMISSIBILITY, AND THE BRITISH PERVERSE EXPERIENCE OF PROSTITUTED MARRIED NATIVE WOMEN WAS AS A SOCIAL DEPRAVITY, ENTIRELY UNKNOWN.

AND THEN READING THIS SPECIALLY PREPARED POEM ALOUD:

— CRUSADING MATADORI —

"JINGO BELLS 🎶,
JINGO BELLS 🎶,
JINGO ALL THE WAY,
OH WHAT FUN IT IS TO RIDE,
ON A ONE TERSE—OPEN SLAY! 🎶

IT IS NOT EVEN MONDAY."

YOUTUBE: "Hells Bells from No Bull (AC/DC)"

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5n7NUDOY9cc>

So as to forever destroy the capability of SLANDERERS like PELICAN <water-birds@sea.somewhere.org.ir> whom is suspected to be *SOME* *SORT* *OF* *IRANIAN* *FERAL* *ISLAMIC* *DOG* *OR* *AT* *THE* *VERY* *LEAST* NEO-FASCIST EQUIVALENT AS HUMAN EXCREMENT AND WHO POSSIBLY HAD A RELIGIOUS WEDDING AND THINKS HIS LIMP C@CK IS A GLORIOUS WICK OF PIETY ...

1 to GOD'S CHILDREN
0 to BELIAL RELIGIONISTS

... THE HOUNDS OF HELL ARE COMING FOR YOU NEO-FASCIST
SLANDERERS.

We can call upon ALMIGHTY GOD any time we care too.

And he is my most intimate friend.

YOUTUBE: "Disturbed - The Sound Of Silence [Official Music Video]"

<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u9Dg-g7t2I4>

- dolf
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